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1. Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Commercial wireless communications systems evolve in a continuous quest for
enhanced eﬃciencies. This fact derives mostly from the highly competitive
characteristic of the market, where a strong pressure to deliver novel services,
increase the user basis and reduce costs results in a very active research com-
munity.
Multiantenna techniques are one of the most important ways to improve
spectral eﬃciency or throughput. The use of antenna arrays in wireless com-
munications has evolved from traditional receive diversity and interference can-
cellation concepts [138], to a comprehensive set of techniques enabling higher
spectral eﬃciencies, lower deployment costs and more sophisticated services
including applications demanding high bit rates and low latencies.
Several beneﬁts arise from the use of multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO)
techniques. In the single user (SU) case, for example, exploiting transmit and
receive diversity simultaneously through beamforming results in received sig-
nal to noise ratio (SNR) improvements, which allow to extend coverage ranges
or decrease the transmit power, or enable higher data rates through the use of
higher order symbol constellations. On the other hand, the use of spatial mul-
tiplexing (SM) allows to send parallel data streams over the wireless channel,
eﬀectively increasing the link data rate. Further spectral eﬃciency enhance-
ments to SU or scheduled systems comes from transmitting data to several
users over the same time and frequency resources. This MIMO multi-user
(MU) multiplexing can be implemented using low computational complexity
receivers.
Current commercial wireless mobile systems have adopted orthogonal fre-
quency division multiplexing (OFDM) techniques, because of their inherent
15
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robustness against frequency selective fading of the wireless channels. OFDM
techniques allow simple channel equalization after processing the received sig-
nal with the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). This enables the deployment of
MIMO techniques designed for frequency ﬂat fading channels, as the trans-
mission can be treated separately for groups of adjacent subcarriers, which
experience approximately narrowband fading. Examples of MIMO-OFDM
systems being currently deployed include the 3GPP Long Term Evolution
(LTE) system [3], IEEE 802.16e (mobile WiMAX) [55] and IEEE 802.11n
(WLAN) [56]. Furthermore, MIMO techniques will continue to play a crucial
role in upcoming mobile wireless networks. For example, the IMT-Advanced
requirements [57] will be fulﬁlled by LTE release 10 (“LTE-Advanced”) by
employing four-by-four MIMO conﬁgurations and cooperative MIMO schemes
are being studied, where one terminal is served simultaneously by more than
one access point (see, e.g., [92] for an overview of LTE Advanced and the
IMT-Advanced requirements).
Multiantenna transceiver techniques for mobile wireless communications have
been the focus of a large body of literature [37, 49]. A substantial amount of
research has been devoted to understand the performance limits of single user
or multi user systems employing antenna arrays, and to develop link level
algorithms that can perform near those limits, operating under a variety of
restrictions. These restrictions arise from implementation cost considerations,
regulatory laws, etc. They take the form of constraints to the computational
complexity of the algorithms, transmission power and bandwidth, and also the
dynamic range of the transmitted signals (due to power ampliﬁer eﬃciency
considerations).
The concept of channel side information at the transmitter (CSIT) is well-
known in mobile wireless communications. It can be described as information
that the transmitter has about the wireless channel conditions, which enables
it to adapt the transmitted signal to optimize a given metric. Simple ex-
amples of CSIT for adaptation of the modulation and coding scheme (MCS)
are the bit error probability (BEP) statistics in General packet radio service
(GPRS) [6] and the channel quality indicator (CQI) reports in 3GPP LTE [4].
More elaborated types of CSIT include statistical properties of the wireless
channel (e.g., mean and covariance matrices) used for long-term beamform-
ing and instantaneous CSIT for the purposes of a) short-term beamforming,
b) data multiplexing based on linear precoding, e.g., the precoding matrix
indicator in 3GPP LTE [4], c) multiuser multiplexing based on linear or non-
linear precoding, d) transmit diversity-assisted interference cancellation at the
16
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receiver.
In some cases, the CSIT can be acquired directly by the access point trans-
mitter. This is the case of systems employing time division multiplex (TDD)
to separate the access point to mobile link (downlink) and the mobile to access
point link (uplink), where the wireless channel is essentially the same for both
links since they use the same frequency range. This is not the case for fre-
quency division multiplex (FDD) systems, where uplink and downlink employ
diﬀerent frequency bands. On such systems, the use of a feedback channel
is required to provide CSIT. The feedback or closed-loop mechanism is de-
signed to enable performance close to that of perfect CSIT, given the feedback
restrictions.
One of the limiting factors for the performance of closed-loop systems is the
variability of the wireless channel, compared to the capacity of the feedback
link. The performance penalty of the outdated feedback will depend on the
purpose of the feedback. For example, closed-loop linear precoding for single
user transmission is less sensitive to outdated CSIT than closed-loop multiuser
multiplexing.
Another limiting factor for the design of the feedback mechanism is the avail-
able processing power available at the mobile receiver. This limits the allowed
computational complexity of the feedback calculation. For example, codebook-
based feedback mechanisms incur search costs proportional to the codebook
size. Depending on the allowed complexity, the codebook size can be severely
limited, thus restricting the feedback accuracy that can be obtained. This
can be partially alleviated by using small nested codebooks. Alternatively,
partial update schemes can be designed with lower computational complexity
and allow to eﬃciently exploit the available channel temporal correlation.
Yet another issue in closed-loop systems is the handling of feedback errors. A
mismatch between the CSI fed back by the mobile receiver and the actual CSIT
will in general degrade the performance, depending on the purpose and type of
the feedback. The eﬀects can range from mild to severe. For example, an error
in an index belonging to a ﬁne nested codebook may not be severe if it occurs
within the deepest codebook layer. An error in a recursive feedback scheme
will propagate and can compromise the tracking stability if uncorrected. One
possibility is that the transmitter will forward the received feedback message to
the mobile receivers, so that the feedback error can be detected and corrected
when generating the next feedback message. A form of this strategy currently
speciﬁed as the “transmit precoding indicator” (TPMI) in 3GPP LTE [4].
Additionally, a restarting policy can be used in the case of recursive feedback
17
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schemes.
1.2 Scope of the thesis
The goal of this thesis is to develop transmission strategies for MIMO systems
employing limited-rate feedback links, for use in MIMO channels exhibiting
time correlation. These channels are experienced, for example, by mobile
receivers traveling at pedestrian speeds and using frequency bands around
2 GHz. Feedback methods are developed and analyzed in conjunction with
transmission strategies, for the purposes of increasing the wireless link reli-
ability in the single user case, and to increase the spectral eﬃciency of the
system through multiuser multiplexing. The techniques developed here can
be used in transceiver design and may be applicable in the development of
MIMO-OFDM based systems such as WiMAX and 3GPP LTE. The designs
emphasize low computational complexity.
1.3 Contributions and organization of the thesis
This thesis contributes to the ﬁeld of partial CSI multi-antenna transmission
in wireless networks. The contributions fall into two broad categories, as
described below. The ﬁrst pertains closed-loop single-user MIMO systems.
Five novel limited-feedback eigenbeamforming methods are proposed. One of
them is further applied into adaptive transmission under heavy interference
conditions and can also be combined with basic link adaptation to further
boost the link reliability. The single feedback bit proposals are further applied
in combination with quasi-orthogonal space-time block codes (QOSTBC), and
obtain bit error rate (BER) performance advantages over existing methods.
All the proposed methods outperform existing alternatives based on static
codebooks in terms of uncoded bit error rate, over a range of low to medium
mobile speeds.
The second category relates to multi-user (MU) MIMO systems with limited-
rate feedback channels. A large body of literature has been devoted to full-CSI
MU-MIMO, which is a realistic assumption in TDD systems, but not in FDD
systems. Existing solutions based on static or adaptive codebooks normally
incur in a large computational complexity, or require extensive simulation-
based designs to tune diﬀerent parameters as functions of the mobile speed
and feedback rate. The proposed channel feedback methods combine partial
18
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update concepts with single-bit encoding techniques from early audio compres-
sion methods. This results in low complexity methods for feeding back the
complete channel matrix to the transmitter, which have good performance in
low mobility conditions. Additionally, a novel multiuser multiplexing tech-
nique that avoids explicit channel feedback is proposed. The performance is
analyzed both as a function of the mobile speed and the probability of feed-
back bit errors. A compensation mechanism is introduced, which allows the
algorithm to operate under moderate amounts of feedback errors. The same
mechanism can be applied to the other contributions of this dissertation.
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter two presents system models for
adaptive transmission based on feedback channels. The formulation includes
as a general case multiple users and external interfering signals. A general
description of the feedback channel is given. This channel will be used to
transport diﬀerent types of information, as will be detailed in Chapters 3 to 5.
Formulas for the basic linear receiver structures are given.
Chapter 3 introduces closed-loop eigenbeamforming methods for single user
MIMO systems. First a survey of the existing methods is presented. There-
after a summary of the contributions of the thesis is given. These methods
will be applied also in the context of Chapters 4 and 5.
Chapter 4 describes channel feedback methods for unstructured matrices,
as opposed to the feedback of orthogonal matrices presented in Chapter 3.
A review of existing methods is given, followed by a summary of the thesis
contributions.
Chapter 5 deals with multiuser MIMO schemes. First a brief review of full-
CSI MU-MIMO solutions is presented, including minimum mean square error
(MMSE), decomposition and non-linear approaches. Thereafter the thesis
contributions on limited-feedback MU-MIMO are described.
The introductory part of this thesis concludes in Chapter 6 with a summary
of its results and contributions.
1.4 Publication summary
This thesis encompasses nine original publications, which are listed on page 7,
and appended starting on page 115. Six papers are related to subspace tracking
through the feedback channel and its application to single user MIMO com-
munications. One publication deals with both interference-tolerant MIMO
communications and channel feedback techniques for unstructured matrices.
One article deals with closed-loop enhancements to quasi-orthogonal space-
19
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time codes. Finally, one publication presents a decentralized multiuser MIMO
solution based on limited feedback. All the contributions are based on recur-
sive formulas, where the feedback channel provides information about incre-
mental changes. Therefore, the performance will depend on the fading rate
(equivalently the mobile receiver speed) and the allowed number of bits per
use of the feedback channel. Simulations are used to analyze the link perfor-
mance as a function of the mobile speed. A comparison to the performance of
non-recursive techniques (e.g., feedback schemes based on static codebooks)
is presented with each contribution.
In [P. I], a single feedback bit scheme is considered in a single user, sin-
gle stream scenario. A performance enhancement is introduced by means of
ﬁltering the limited-feedback stochastic gradient estimate. This provides an
improvement in convergence speed and tracking capabilities, and results in
better BER performance under moderate mobile speeds, compared to the un-
ﬁltered version.
In [P. II], the case of a single user with multiple stream transmission and
linear receivers is considered. Two single-bit recursions are proposed to enable
tracking of the eigenbeams at the transmitter. The algorithms are shown to
outperform existing single-bit proposals. Both schemes are based on complex-
valued Givens rotations, which can be implemented eﬃciently in hardware by
using the COordinate Rotation DIgital Computer (CORDIC) algorithm and
its variations [40].
Publication [P. III] departs from the single-bit feedback messages scenarios
treated in the previous work, but remains within the scope of single user, single
stream systems. Partial-update concepts from adaptive ﬁltering theory are
applied to design a low-complexity eigenbeamformer for MISO systems. The
resulting algorithm features a strong complexity reduction, when compared to
codebook beamforming alternatives, and is shown to outperform them at low
mobilities. Two variants are developed: a sequential and a data-dependent
selective update.
The article [P. IV] extends the work in partial-update eigenbeamforming,
and solves the partial-update problem in a general MIMO system, thus lifting
the single antenna receiver restriction. The resulting algorithm also has both
sequential and selective update variants. Simulations results show that near-
optimal BER performance can be reached at pedestrian speeds, outperforming
existing codebook beamforming alternatives over a low-to medium range of
speeds. Furthermore, the computational complexity is still signiﬁcantly lower
than that of the codebook-based alternatives.
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Publication [P. V] introduces the distributed Jacobi (D-JAC) eigenbeam-
forming algorithm, a low computational complexity subspace tracking algo-
rithm based on complex-valued Givens rotors and the Jacobi algorithm for
Hermitian matrices. This method allows tracking of orthogonal bases of a
given dimension. In particular, the dimension is taken equal to the number
of data streams transmitted to the user. The algorithm reaches near-optimal
BER performance in low mobility conditions and does not need to enforce
orthogonality conditions. Furthermore, Section 3.4 and Chapters 4 and 5
show how D-JAC is applied to the interference-tolerant transmission, channel
feedback and limited-feedback MU-MIMO problems.
Publication [P. VI] shows that the feedback message structure of the D-JAC
algorithm of [P. V] can be further exploited to allow some basic link adap-
tation mechanisms. An uncoded BEP criterion is applied to switch between
the use of one or two parallel streams, while keeping the data rate constant.
It is shown that the link adaptation information can be sent along with the
feedback messages by alternately decreasing the quantization resolution asso-
ciated to the D-JAC algorithm, without drastically aﬀecting the performance
and providing an overall performance gain.
Publication [P. VII] proposes a single-bit feedback-assisted transmit weight
enhancements to quasi-orthogonal STBCs. In this work the signed stochas-
tic gradient is applied to a link performance metric such as the BER, which
enables to track an optimal beamformer under low mobility conditions. The
algorithm is exempliﬁed with the well-known ABBA QOSTBC, and it is shown
to outperform existing single-bit proposals in low mobility scenarios.
Publication [P. VIII] addresses both single-user interference tolerant MIMO
communications and channel feedback methods for unstructured matrices. In
the ﬁrst part, the feedback channel is used to adapt the transmission precoding
in order to optimize the performance under interfering signals (e.g., inter-cell
interference). An algorithm tailored for the single-stream case is introduced,
which is based on the D-JAC algorithm of [P. V]. Thereafter, the more general
case of weight adaptation for multiple-streams is considered, based on stochas-
tic perturbations through unitary matrices and matrix exponentials. In the
second part, channel feedback methods are proposed and analyzed. These
partial-update methods can operate on unstructured matrices, thus avoiding
approximations based on orthonormal matrices. Furthermore, they have re-
duced complexity, when compared to vector predictive quantization schemes.
Simulation results show that the output of the channel feedback methods can
be used with full-CSI MU-MIMO solutions, producing only a small BER per-
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formance degradation.
Publication [P. IX] deals with limited-feedback MU-MIMO solutions. The
performance degradation of full-CSI solutions employing quantized channel
matrices is shown. Enhanced MU-MIMO performance is obtained by means
of a decentralized solution which avoids the explicit feedback of the channel
matrices. Simulation results analyze the performance of the proposed algo-
rithm as a function of the speed of the mobile receivers.
The simulation software for all the contributions of this thesis was written
solely by the author. The simulations were implemented in C++ and Mat-
lab®. The C++ code was built on top of the Open Source software libraries
IT++ [22], ATLAS [126] and GNU GSL [33]. The author was responsible for
the development of the original ideas and writing all the papers. The role of
the co-authors was to supervise and steer the work.
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2. System model
This chapter describes the basic system model used throughout this thesis.
It consists of a ﬁxed transmitter equipped with Nt antennas and Nu mobile
receivers, each with Nr antennas. The transmitter delivers signals simultane-
ously to the receivers, multiplexing them by means of linear precoding. The
receivers employ linear combiners as means of demultiplexing and adaptation
to the channel conditions. First, the notation and key assumptions are intro-
duced. Thereafter, the feedback model and the basic receiver structures are
presented. A brief discussion of link performance measures and transmission
strategies is also given.
2.1 Introduction
Wireless channels have been traditionally considered “harsh” point-to-point
communication media, requiring complicated design methodologies to enable
reliable communications [95]. On the other hand, the random variations of the
channels allow to use the transmission medium more eﬀectively when multi-
ple users can be scheduled according to their channel conditions, see for ex-
ample [134]. In addition, the combination of random variability and a rich
scattering environment facilitate the transmission of multiple parallel streams
through multiple antenna transmission and reception [93].
The use of multiple antenna transceivers has been extensively covered in the
literature. In particular, the use of feedback channels for multi-antenna trans-
mission has produced a large body of literature (see for example the extensive
review in [79]). It is by now well-known that the use of feedback channels to
provide partial CSI at the transmitter can enhance the performance of single
users employing linear receivers, and enable multiuser multiplexing. The al-
gorithms presented in this thesis propose feedback methods providing partial
CSIT for both purposes.
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Figure 2.1. System model overview for closed-loop MU-MIMO. The transmitter launches a
total of Nb parallel streams through its Nt antennas. Each user i ∈ {1, . . . , Nu}
is equipped with Nr antennas, a linear receiver, subject to a flat-fading matrix
Hi, and possibly to external interfering signals.
We assume that the wireless channel has an approximately ﬂat frequency
response. This is the case when the transmitted signal bandwidth is smaller
than the coherence bandwidth of the channel. This condition is satisﬁed, for
example, for a subcarrier group in OFDM. This simpliﬁed model is also jus-
tiﬁed by the fact that the emphasis of this thesis is in the development and
analysis of the feedback schemes, and not on channel modeling issues. Indeed,
we assume that the receivers acquire perfect CSI from training sequences em-
bedded within the data, e.g., “midambles in WCDMA” [5] and demodulation
reference signals in LTE [2].
The system model overview is shown in Fig. 2.1, where one out of the Nu
users of the MU-MIMO is depicted. The complete explanation for the symbols
is given in Sections 2.2.2, 2.3 and 2.4.
2.2 Discrete time model
In this thesis, we consider a discrete time model representing a sampled ver-
sion of the underlying continuous time signals and wireless channels. Linear
modulations are considered with no intersymbol interference and ideal power
ampliﬁers. This simpliﬁed system model allows the study to focus on the
design of the feedback schemes themselves.
The following section brieﬂy describes a basic baseband model for SISO
links. Thereafter the discrete-time MIMO model used throughout this thesis
is presented. A more detailed overview can be found in [17, 21, 69].
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Figure 2.2. Information model and schematic view of a point-to-point communications
system.
2.2.1 Basic baseband model
The traditional model for a digital communications system can be split in ﬁve
blocks, as described in 1948 by Shannon [113]. It consists of an information
source, a transmitter device, the communications channel including a noise
source, a receiver device and the information destination. In many wireless
systems, the transmitter device can be further split into a source encoder, an
outer channel encoder, a symbol mapper, an inner channel encoder possibly
including space-time modulation, the RF transmitter frontend and one or more
transmission antennas.
The classical description of the system describes the physical signals involved
as continuous-time functions, and the baseband signals as discrete-time series,
where a sampling mechanism is employed. The following is a summary of each
block. A high level overview is shown in Fig. 2.2.
The information source provides what is intended to be conveyed to the re-
ceiver. This can take many forms, such as continuous time signals representing,
e.g., sounds or voice, video and audio signals, or blocks of bits representing
parts of a computer ﬁle to be transferred. The information source can be mod-
eled as an alphabet of messages, followed by a bit mapper, which produces a
bit-stream from the information-bearing alphabet-elements. This bitstream is
typically assumed to have independent and equally probable bits, with most
of the information redundancy removed.
The outer channel encoder converts the source bit-stream to another bit-
stream, possibly introducing redundancy for error detection and correction
purposes. The symbol mapper takes this bit-stream and produces a stream
of complex-valued symbols from a given symbol constellation. Alternatively,
trellis-coded modulation (TCM) can map directly the source bit-stream to a
symbol stream with added redundancy. TCM in SISO systems was proposed
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by Ungerböck in [130, 131], and the extension to MIMO systems appeared
later in Tarokh’s space-time trellis codes (STTC) [123, 124].
The inner channel encoder adapts the transmission of one or more antennas,
and may include space-time modulation, possibly employing information fed
back by the receiver. The RF frontend for the transmitter applies a pulse
shaping ﬁlter and translates the baseband signals in frequency, subsequently
ﬁltering the power-ampliﬁed signal to reduce interference to systems using ad-
jacent frequency bands. The RF frontend can introduce perturbations to the
information-bearing signal, specially timing jitter from the oscillators and am-
plitude distortions from non-linearities in the power ampliﬁers. The wireless
channel is typically modeled as a ﬁnite impulse response ﬁlter, either time-
varying or time-invarying. The receiver has an RF frontend, which ﬁlters the
received signal and brings it back to baseband, possibly oversampling the sig-
nal and outputs a discrete time series. In case of TCM, sequence estimation
is needed and typically the Viterbi algorithm is used. In case of split inner
and outer encoders, the samples from the frontend are provided to the inner
channel decoder. This can perform soft or hard detection, before feeding the
outer decoder, which ultimately provides the information destination with an
estimate of the transmitted bits.
2.2.2 MIMO model
At its simplest form, a MIMO system is a linear system where the complex-
valued output vector at sampling instant k, y(k), can be written in terms
an input vector s(k) ∈ CNt×1, D symbol-spaced channel matrices H(d, k) ∈
C
Nr×Nt and a noise vector n(k) as
y(k) =
D−1∑
d=0
H(d, k)s(k − d) + n(k) (2.1)
In this thesis we are mostly concerned for the frequency-ﬂat fading model,
that is with D = 1, and will subsequently write H(0, k) ≡ H(k). For a
comprehensive summary of channel models, please consult [100, 108]. The
transmitted vector s(k) will be restricted to be a linear function of an i.i.d.
vector of complex-valued symbols from a ﬁxed set. This so-called “linear
precoding” is described in detail in Section 2.3 and covers both single/multiple-
user MIMO with one or more data streams per user. Non-linear approaches
based on Tomlinson-Harashima precoding [41, 128] are not considered.
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2.3 Linear precoding
The discrete time index k represents the basic period of the system, referred to
as the symbol period. During this time lapse, the transmitter can launch one
or more information-bearing symbols to the wireless channel. These multiple
symbols can be intended for one or more users, and the formation of the
composite transmit signal by a matrix-vector multiplication is referred to as
linear precoding, as opposed to non-linear strategies such as those applying
Tomlinson-Harashima precoding [119].
Let the transmitter have Nt transmit antennas, and each user have Nr an-
tennas and a feedback channel. The information bearing symbols belonging
to all the users for the symbol period k are stacked in the vector x(k) =
[xT1 (k) . . .x
T
Nu
(k)]T ∈ CNb×1. This vector is multiplexed into a single signal
by the use of the precoding or beamforming matrix W(k) ∈ CNt×Nb , so that
the transmitted signal during the symbol period k is s(k) = W(k)x(k). The
precoding matrix W(k) may or may not be changed, depending on the CSIT
assumptions. This is discussed in the feedback model description given in Sec-
tion 2.4.
The transmission is arranged into slots, which comprise an integer number
L >> 1 of symbol periods, indexed by l ≥ 0. The system allows one feedback
message per user.
Each user is allocated Nbi out of the Nb streams, with the correspond-
ing beamforming weights and symbols represented by Wi(k) ∈ C
Nt×Nbi and
xi(k) ∈ C
Nbi×1, respectively. All the per-user precoding matrices are as-
sembled into the overall beamforming matrix W(k) = [W1(k) . . .WNu(k)] ∈
C
Nt×Nb , where Nb =
∑
iNbi. Each data stream corresponds to an entry of
x(k) and we restrict our attention to uniform power allocation per stream,
that is, E
{
|xm|
2
}
= P ∀m ∈ {1, . . . , Nb}.
Let each user i have a frequency-ﬂat fading matrix Hi. The output of the
antenna array of user i at symbol period k is
yi(k) = Hi(k)Wi(l)xi(k) + ni(k)
ni(k) = Hi(k)

∑
m6=i
Wm(l)xm(k)

+ νi(k) + NI∑
m=1
umi(k)
k = (l − 1)L+ s , s = 0, 1, . . . , L− 1 , l = 1, 2, . . .
(2.2)
where ni(k) includes Gaussian thermal noise νi(k) with E
{
νiν
†
i
}
= σ2I, NI
inter-cell interfering signals umi(k) received by user i and the intra-cell interfer-
ence from the beams belonging to the other Nu−1 users. We will subsequently
use W(l) rather than W(k) to emphasize the slot-based update of W, which
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is common to all the contributions of this thesis. The index notation (k, l)
will be used to remark the fact that some quantities have a component that
is updated on a per-slot basis. Each receiver is assumed to know perfectly
its own channel matrix on every symbol period k, i.e., we assume no error in
Hi(k) at receiver i.
The conditional noise-plus-interference covariance matrices Qi(k, l) are de-
ﬁned upon the channel matrices, the transmit weights and the SNRs as
Qi(k, l) ≡ E
{
ni(k)n
†
i (k) |H1(k), . . . ,HNu(k),W1(l), . . .WNu(l)
}
= P
∑
m6=i
Hi(k)Wm(l)W
†
m(l)H
†
i (k) +
NI∑
q=1
E
{
uqi(k)u
†
qi(k)
}
+ σ2i I
(2.3)
2.4 Feedback model
As already mentioned, the system allows the transmission of one feedback
message per user and slot. The feedback message of user i in slot l is denoted
bi(l) ∈ {0, 1}
nb , where nb is the feedback capacity per channel use in bits. The
feedback frequency is related to the symbol period through fb = fx/L, with L
the number of transmitter channel uses per slot. Under full-CSIT assumptions,
the transmitter could update W every symbol period k. However, as this
thesis deals with limited-feedback systems, the update of W occurs only at
the beginning of every slot. We assume that the receivers can compute the
required feedback at the end of the slot, and neglect the feedback transmission
and processing delay. Therefore, the transmitter can act upon the received
feedback at the beginning of the next slot. These delays are application-
dependent and have not been considered. However, the eﬀect of outdated
feedback is still included in the system, because the feedback frequency and
capacity may be too low to maintain good CSIT at diﬀerent fading rates
(equivalently, mobile speeds).
The feedback messages can belong to recursive or non-recursive feedback
strategies. In the former, the CSIT is updated from its value in the previ-
ous slot, given the incremental information contained in bi. In contrast, in
non-recursive strategies the message bi carries the complete CSIT of user i
(assuming it is not corrupted by feedback errors). One can therefore expect
that recursive methods will provide tracking advantages if the fading rate,
feedback frequency and capacity are such that the non-recursive message bi
repeats itself for one or more slots. For a given feedback channel and transmis-
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sion strategy, there exists a crossing point in terms of receiver speed, below
which the recursive methods can oﬀer signiﬁcant advantages over the non-
recursive counterparts. This will be studied for each of the contributions of
this thesis.
2.4.1 Compensation of feedback errors
In order to cope with eventual feedback errors, the transmitter may for-
ward the received feedback message to the receiver. This would be protected
through strong channel coding in the downlink, so that chances of errors in
the forwarded message should be low. The receiver can then determine when
a feedback error has occurred, and take appropriate action. In the case of
recursive methods such as the contribution of this thesis, the receiver can re-
produce the wrong update made by the transmitter, and attempt to recover
in the next update. This introduces perturbations in the convergence of the
tracking algorithms, but allows them to operate under moderate amounts of
feedback bit errors. Current commercial systems such as 3GPP LTE have
provisions for this feedback veriﬁcation. For example, the transmit precoding
matrix indicator (TPMI) [1] which indicates which precoding codebook entry
has been received by the transmitter.
2.5 Linear receivers
This thesis focuses on the particular class of linear receivers, which are of
practical interest due to their limited computational complexity, compared to
the non-linear counterparts. Transmission strategies devised for usage with
non-linear receivers such as the successive interference cancellation scheme
or decision-feedback equalizers are not considered here. Examples of such
strategies are the uniform channel decomposition and the tunable channel
decomposition. Please refer to [60] for details and additional information.
The linear receiver can be considered as a bank of combiners which pro-
cess the output of the receive antenna array. Each user computes a matrix
Ωi(k, l) ∈ C
Nbi×Nr , which is used to determine the signals employed in the
detection process
zi(k, l) = Ω
†
i (k, l)yi(k)
= Gi(k, l)xi(k) + n
′
i(k, l)
Gi(k, l) = Ω
†
i (k, l)Hi(k)Wi(l)
n′i(k, l) = Ω
†
i (k, l)ni(k)
(2.4)
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where user i receives Nbi independent data streams,Gi(k, l) and n
′
i(k, l) deﬁne
an equivalent linear system.
Examples of linear receivers are the minimum mean square error (MMSE),
zero forcing (ZF) and the MIMO interference rejection combining (IRC) re-
ceiver, which in the single user case are given by
Ω
†
MMSE(k, l) =
[
[H(k)W(l)]†[H(k)W(l)] + σ2I
]−1
[H(k)W(l)]† (2.5)
Ω
†
ZF(k, l) =
[
[H(k)W(l)]†[H(k)W(l)]
]−1
[H(k)W(l)]† (2.6)
Ω
†
IRC(k, l) = [H(k)W(l)]
†Q−1(k, l) (2.7)
where Q(k, l) is the covariance matrix of the total noise-plus-interference, as
deﬁned in (2.3).
Throughout this thesis, the double index (k, l) is used in quantities that have
a component which is updated on a slot basis. For example, the combiner
matrix Ω(k, l) depends explicitly on the beamforming weights W(l). In case
of the disturbance signal n(k), we omit the l index because the dependency
is not always present (e.g., in case of SU-MIMO). In contrast, we use the
double index for the covariance matrix Q(k, l) because this quantity is only
of interest when the slot-dependency is explicit, namely in SU-MIMO with
external interference (c.f. Section 3.4) and in MU-MIMO (c.f. Section 5.2). Full
CSIR is assumed, and therefore each channel matrix H(k) is known without
error by the associated receiver on each symbol period k. We drop the indices
for readability when refering to variables assumed static and when there is no
possibility of confusion.
2.6 Performance measures
Given a ﬁxed channel, transmit and receive matrices, the system can be con-
sidered as an additive noise system or noisy system, possibly with cross-talk
between users/streams. In [125], Telatar computed the capacity of an SU-
MIMO system, for a ﬁxed channel H and i.i.d. circularly symmetric Gaussian
noise. The results involve diagonalizing the MIMO channel (eigenbeamform-
ing) and waterﬁlling to set the number of streams and adjust the power on
each stream. The capacity for this channel under a total power constraint is
C =
∑
i
[log2(µλi)]
+ (2.8)
where (·)+ = max(·, 0), µ is computed to satisfy the transmit power constraint
and λi are the squared singular values of H.
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Therefore, capacity-wise ideal feedback requires both the beamforming ma-
trix that diagonalizes the channel (the right singular vectors or “eigenbeams”),
the power gains for each subchannel (the “eigengains”) and the signal to noise
ratio.
If the transmitter has no CSI, the optimal power allocation is arguably uni-
form over all transmit antennas, in which case the mutual information (MI)
under Gaussian signalling becomes [91]
Iunif = log2
∣∣∣∣INr + 1Nt
Ptx
σ2
HH†
∣∣∣∣ (2.9)
where Ptx is the total transmit power.
When the channel matrix is random, two well-known measures are the er-
godic capacity and the capacity with outage. The ergodic capacity is equal to
the expected value of the capacity over the channel distribution. The capacity
with outage, on the other hand, is the probability that the capacity will be
less than a given data rate.
The ergodic capacity without CSIT for i.i.d. Gaussian channels was com-
puted in [125] as the expectation E {MIunif}. This is accomplished by inte-
grating over the joint distribution of the eigenvalues of the Wishart matrix
H†H, which can be found, e.g., in [28].
For the full-CSIT case, on the other hand, the ergodic capacity is more
diﬃcult to compute due to the waterﬁlling step. A simpliﬁed case, however,
consists of only diagonalizing the channel, and keeping the number of streams
and power allocation constant. In this case, the bit loading for each stream can
be optimized given the statistics of the squared singular values. For example,
for Nt = 4, Nr = 2 the probability density function (PDF) of the ordered
eigenvalues λ1, λ2 can be computed from the joint density given in [28]. These
densities are illustrated in Fig. 2.3 and given by
fλ1(x) =
1
6
e−2xx2[ex(x(x− 6) + 12)− 12− x(x+ 6)]
fλ2(x) =
1
6
e−2xx2[12 + x(6 + x)]
(2.10)
The corresponding BER performance can be computed by integrating the con-
ditional BER expression of each symbol constellation over the corresponding
PDF from (2.10). Useful approximations for conditional BER in the case of
M-QAM constellations can be found in [61]. Moreover, precise approximations
to the Gaussian Q function can be found in [68]. The resulting BER curves
are illustrated in Fig. 2.4 for diﬀerent data rates and bit allocations. Alterna-
tively, one can use the PDFs of (2.10) to obtain the capacity of each parallel
channel, which is the upper limit for reliable transmission [113].
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Figure 2.3. Distribution of parallel MIMO channel gains with perfect CSIT in the case of
uncorrelated Nt = 4, Nr = 2 Gaussian channels. λ1, λ2 are largest and smallest
eigenvalues of H, with PDF according to (2.10).
For the particular case of Nt = 4, Nr = 2, it is seen that transmitting
eight bits per channel use performs about four dB worse (at uncoded BER
level of 1%) than using six bits per channel use, and even some crude link
adaptation strategies can provide a performance enhancement. For example,
if the bit rate is to be kept constant, one bit feedback can be used to signal to
the transmitter whether all the bits should be loaded into the ﬁrst stream, or
whether both streams should be used according to a ﬁxed allocation.
More generally, the mutual information given the channel matrix H and
the interference-plus-noise covariance matrix Q can be written in terms of the
transmit weights. Assuming even and ﬁxed power allocation to all the streams,
the mutual information is
Iunif (W|H) = log2
(∣∣∣Q+ PHWW†H†∣∣∣ ∣∣∣Q−1∣∣∣) (2.11)
2.7 Simulation assumptions
Most of the simulation software was written in the C++ language [122].
Three main simulation programs were used: single user transmission with
closed-loop assisted space-time codes, single user closed-loop eigenbeamform-
ing and feedback-assisted interference cancellation, and multiple-user trans-
mission. The programs utilize polymorphism to facilitate reusing the same
simulation chain with diﬀerent algorithms. For example, an interface for
channel feedback is deﬁned, which provides functions to execute the chan-
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Figure 2.4. BER performance for double stream SU-MIMO for the Nt = 4, Nr = 2 eigen-
gain densities from (2.10). The benefit of a simple link adaptation (LA) scheme
is shown for the case of six bits per channel use: the transmitter switches be-
tween a single stream with 64QAM symbols and two streams with 16QAM and
QPSK symbols, respectively. There is no benefit from such strategy for the
case of eight bits per channel use.
nel feedback update given the current channel matrix, the number of bits
per feedback channel use and possibly the previous channel feedback state
and message. Another function is provided to return the current value of the
channel matrix, as tracked by the transmitter. This interface is implemented
by diﬀerent derived classes, such as the sequential and ranked partial update
feedback channel contributions described in Chapter 4.
Basic linear algebra data types like complex-valued matrices and vectors
are provided by the IT++ library [22]. This library provides eﬃcient vector
matrix multiplication and matrix decompositions (SVD, EVD) through the
linear algebra subsystems of ATLAS [126] and LAPACK [89]. Additionally,
bit to symbol mappers for PSK and QAM modulations from IT++ are also
used. Finally, the random number generators and histogram facilities are
provided by the GSL [33] library.
The C++ code is compiled in Linux with the GNU “g++” compiler, part
of the GNU compiler collection [32]. All the calculations are carried on using
ﬂoating point arithmetic with type “double” for each complex number part.
The number of bits allocated to a ﬂoating point number of type double depends
on the particular compiler [122]. This, in turn, depends on the application bi-
nary interface (ABI) that the compiler adheres to. In the case of g++, this is
a vendor-neutral speciﬁcation intended to allow diﬀerent compilers to operate
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consistently on the same platform (see, e.g., [32] under “Binary Compatibil-
ity” and “Architecture”). Since simulations have been performed on Linux
platforms operating in both 32 and 64 bits, the size of the fundamental types
should be the same. The C++ function “sizeof()” allows to check the number
of bytes used to store a given type [122]. It has thus been veriﬁed that in both
32 and 64-bit platforms, a “double” ﬂoating point type is stored using 8 bytes
(64 bits), and therefore the numerical accuracy is the same.
2.7.1 Channel modeling
Throughout this thesis, a Rayleigh channel model is assumed. When correla-
tion is considered, the correlation matrices deﬁned by the I-METRA project [112]
are used. Temporal correlation is induced by ﬁltering temporally-white cir-
cularly Gaussian complex-valued variables with a low-pass ﬁlter matched to
the maximum Doppler frequency. An IIR digital Butterworth ﬁlter is used, in
order to provide a sharp cut-oﬀ with low computational complexity. This is
somewhat simpler to implement, compared to sampling the classical Clarke’s
spectrum and using the inverse FFT, or using Jakes model [58].
The Butterworth ﬁlter is designed using the bilinear transform technique
(see, e.g., [96]). The transformation is adjusted so that digital and analog
cutoﬀ frequencies correspond through the mapping. Figure 2.5 shows the
autocorrelation function computed from channel samples saved from the C++
simulation chain. This is compared to the autocorrelation of Clarke’s “bowl”
spectrum, which is [58].
J0
(
2π
v
λ
fbn
)
where λ is the carrier wavelength in meters, v is the speed in meters/second,
nfb is the time duration of n slots and J0(·) is the Bessel function of the ﬁrst
kind, order zero [8].
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Figure 2.5. Autocorrelation function for SISO channels with speed simulated through a
digital Butterworth filter of order 4, for speeds of 3, 10, 20 km/h with carrier
frequency of 2.1 GHz and sampling frequency of 240 kHz. “sim” refers to
the samples as saved from the C++ simulation chain, which is used for most
simulations in this thesis. “Clarke” refers to the autocorrelation of Clarke’s
model [58].
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3. Limited-feedback closed-loop
techniques in MIMO systems
This chapter studies closed-loop MIMO techniques for the downlink of single-
user systems, wherein only one user receives data over a given slot. Firstly,
an overview of existing methods is presented. Thereafter, the contributions
of these thesis are introduced. Generally speaking, the proposed methods
are designed to approximate the full-CSI BER performance in slowly-fading
channels, and to minimize the performance loss at moderate fading rates,
while keeping a low computational complexity. The contributions presented
in this chapter can be grouped as a) feedback mechanisms for closed-loop
eigenbeamforming (CSIT consists of one or more of the right singular vectors
of the channel matrix). This is the topic of Sections 3.3.1 to 3.3.4, b) feedback
mechanisms for transmitter-assisted interference rejection. This is covered
in Section 3.4, and c) single-bit closed-loop enhancements for quasi-orthogonal
space-time codes, as described in Section 3.5.
The performance of the proposed algorithms is benchmarked against the as-
sociated full-CSIT performance, e.g., uncoded BER under full-CSIT assump-
tions, and existing feedback methods operating at the same feedback rate.
The performance degradation for a ﬁxed feedback rate and increasing mobile
speeds is also assessed.
3.1 Introduction
Single-user closed-loop MIMO techniques are of interest because exploiting
CSI with linear receivers provides signiﬁcant gains for single-stream transmis-
sions, and enables multiple-stream communications with low computational
complexity requirements.
Consider the transmission of Nb streams and the use of an Nr-antenna linear
receiver Ω(k, l) = [ω1(k, l) . . . ωNb(k, l)] ∈ C
Nr×Nb . During slot l, the ﬁltered
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received signal is
z(k, l) = Ω†(k, l)H(k)W(l)x(k) +Ω†(k, l)n(k) k = (l − 1)L, . . . , lL− 1
= G(k, l)x(k) + n′(k, l)
(3.1)
whereG(k, l) = Ω†(k, l)H(k)W(l) and n′(k, l) = Ω†(k, l)n(k) deﬁne the linear
system in x(k) after the linear combiner.
For single data stream communications (Nb = 1,W(l) = w(l)), the matched
ﬁlter combiner ωmf (k, l) = H(k)w(l) produces an equivalent system
zmf (k, l) = w
†(l)[H†(k)H(k)]w(l)x(k) +w†(l)H†(k)n(k)
If the noise is spatially white and the channel matrix H(k) remains constant
within the slot, then the maximal SNR gain with respect to w(l) is given
by the dominant eigenvalue of H†(k)H(k), and the optimal weight vector
wopt(l) is the associated eigenvector, which is the dominant right singular
vector of H(k) [37]. This solution maximizes the mutual information of the
single stream system by maximizing the SNR at the receiver.
On the other hand, for Nb > 1 and assuming spatially white Gaussian noise,
the capacity-optimal solution is to use the Nb dominant singular vectors of
H(k) and distribute the power among the streams according to a water-ﬁlling
procedure, which determines whether or not the channel can support the trans-
mission of Nb streams [125].
Let the singular-value decomposition (SVD) [38] of H(k) be
H(k) = U(k)D(k)V†(k) (3.2)
where U(k) ∈ CNr×Nr , V(k) ∈ CNt×Nt are unitary and called the left and
right singular matrices of H(k), respectively, and D(k) ∈ RNr×Nt is a diagonal
matrix containing the singular values of H(k). If H(k) is full-rank, then it will
have min(Nr, Nt) non-zero singular values.
The channel can be diagonalized with an MF receiver if the beamforming
matrix is W(l) = [v1(l) . . . vNb(l)] [125] (we can absorb the power adjust-
ment coeﬃcients into the symbol vector x). Assuming that the channel does
not change abruptly from slot to slot, the closed-loop algorithms are con-
cerned with tracking the last channel sample of the slot, that is, the optimal
beamforming matrix with perfect (unquantized) feedback and the associated
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matched ﬁlter are
Wopt(l + 1) = V(lL− 1)INt,Nb = [v1(lL− 1) . . . vNb(lL− 1)]
Ωmf,opt(k, l) = H(k)Wopt(l)
= U(k)D(k)V†(k)V(lL− 1)INt,Nb
≈ U(k)D(k)INt,Nb
(3.3)
where INt,Nb is a size-Nt identity matrix truncated toNb columns. The approx-
imation in (3.3) is due to possible channel variations within the slot, namely
H(k)−H(lL−1) 6= 0, k = lL, . . . , (l+1)L−1. The approximation is in general
valid for the fading and feedback rates considered throughout this thesis.
Assuming that the feedback processing delays and the channel ﬂuctuations
within the transmission slot are small, the received signal for the matched
ﬁlter receiver with unquantized feedback has negligible interference between
the components of x(k):
zmf,opt(k, l) = G(k, l)x(k) + n
′(k, l)
≈


D21(k)
. . .
D2Nb(k)

x(k) + n′(k, l)
(3.4)
where D1(k) ≥ . . . ≥ DNb(k) are the Nb dominant singular values of H(k).
SinceU(k) is unitary, it is clear from (3.4) that the power gains for the compo-
nents of x(k) after the linear combiner are approximately D21(k), , . . . , D
2
Nb
(k).
More generally, the performance of the system is determined by the signal-
to-interference-plus-noise ratios (SINRs) for each stream. Conditioned on
the channel matrices, the beamforming weights and given the noise-plus-
interference statistics, the SINRs γi(k, l) are:
γi(k, l) =
Gii(k, l)
2∑
m6=i |Gim(k, l)|
2 + ω†i (k, l)E {n(k)n
†(k)}ωi(k, l)
(3.5)
where a unit average transmit power per stream is assumed.
Equation (3.5) deﬁnes the impact of the transmission weights on the SINRs
for the current channel and interference statistics, given a linear receiver struc-
ture. It therefore enables optimization techniques to be applied to adjust the
beamforming matrix W(l) for a scalar function of the SINRs γi(k), such as
capacity or uncoded bit error rate. More speciﬁcally, transmit weight opti-
mization schemes based on uncoded BER are proposed in Section 3.4, where
the adaptation ofW(l) at the transmitter is based on feedback messages, and
the algorithm enhances the link-level reliability in the presence of inter-cell
interference.
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3.2 Overview of existing methods
Feedback mechanisms for the right singular vectors of the channel matrix have
been extensively studied in literature. They concern the use of the feedback
message b(l) ∈ {0, 1}nb for the transmission of the Nb dominant singular
vectors of the last channel sample of slot l, that is, the orthonormal matrix
[v1(lL − 1) . . . vNb(lL − 1)] where Nb is the number of streams to be trans-
mitted.
Recursive methods are concerned with feeding back some update informa-
tion, which enables the transmitter to compute W(l + 1) from W(l). In con-
trast, non-recursive methods assembleW(l+1) at the transmitter based only
on b(l) and disregarding W(l). Therefore, a well designed recursive method
can exploit the channel temporal correlation, and achieve better accuracy com-
pared to non-recursive counterparts, assuming the same feedback rate. This is
possible in scenarios where more than one feedback message can be sent before
the channel decorrelates temporally. This, in turn, depends on the receiver
speed, the frequency band used for transmission and indirectly on the antenna
array sizes, the feedback rate and the antenna correlation properties.
The limited-rate characteristics of the feedback channel typically preclude
the use of independent scalar quantization. For example, feeding back the
dominant eigenbeam amounts to transmit a unit-norm vector of size Nt, where
the ﬁrst component is real-valued [49] and therefore involves 2(Nt − 1) real-
valued parameters. Using scalar quantization and three bits per real-valued
parameter would already exceed values of nb currently considered practical.
For example, the two WCDMA closed loop modes [5] allow only one bit per
feedback channel use, and 3GPP LTE wideband precoding [1] allows up to four
bits to signal the chosen codebook index. Research articles consider values
between four and ten. Only early works dealing with channel feedback consid-
ered independent scalar quantization. For example, in [34] channel feedback
is proposed to enable a zero-forcing MU-MISO, where the feedback overhead
amounted to 4.2 bits per real-valued component of each channel coeﬃcient.
A typical assumption is that the CSIR is perfect. However, this is only a
simpliﬁcation used to isolate the eﬀects of the feedback quality and transmis-
sion strategies. The impact of the imperfect CSIR based on training is treated
for MISO systems in [19].
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3.2.1 Covariance matrix of the transmitted data
From a capacity point of view, the optimal number of streams and the allo-
cated power to each stream are determined from the waterﬁlling procedure,
when the CSIT is perfect. In the limited-feedback case, one possibility is to
let the receiver compute the optimal transmit covariance matrix, and feed it
back to the transmitter. In [72], generic feedback symbols from an alphabet
obeying the feedback capacity restriction (bits per channel use) are considered.
The problem is stated as optimizing the rule for computing the data covari-
ance matrix given the CSIT symbol, and optimizing the rule for choosing the
CSIT symbol given the channel matrix. The proposed solution is a codebook
containing pairs consisting of one beamforming matrix and one power control
matrix determining the power poured into each eigenmode, or equivalently, it
is a codebook of transmit covariance matrices. The codebook is constructed
based on training data, where an iterative procedure clusters the data into
quantization cells and ﬁnally sets the codewords to be the cell centroids. The
centroids are computed to optimize an approximation of a distortion mea-
sure. This aims to maximize the mutual information under transmit power
constraints, and results in setting the centroids to the dominant eigenvector
of the sample covariance matrix of each cell. These codebooks depend on the
SNR, and the study does not reveal whether the codebooks favor beamforming
at low SNR, instead of multiple-stream transmission.
From an Information Theory perspective, the problem of ﬁnding the optimal
transmission strategy given partial side information can be addressed. For
example, Visotsky [133] derives optimal transmission strategies for the cases of
1) the channel has non-zero mean, but is spatially uncorrelated and the channel
average has been fed back (“mean feedback”) and 2) the channel is assumed
to have zero mean, but it is not spatially white, and the covariance matrix
has been fed back (“covariance feedback”). In both cases the transmitter
must decide between using beamforming (single stream), or space-time coding
diversity techniques. For the mean feedback case, the suggested strategy is to
use beamforming when the feedback reliability is above a given threshold, and
diversity techniques otherwise. In the case of covariance feedback, which is
deemed more reliable because it can be formed through long term averaging,
parallel streams should be employed, including water-pouring to adjust the
power allocation and the number of streams. The mean feedback has also
been addressed by Narula [88].
Asymptotic results for a ﬁxed Nt/Nr ratio are given in [110], where random
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vector quantization (RVQ) techniques are considered. In RVQ, the codebook
is changed randomly for every feedback channel use, and both the transmitter
and receiver need to use the same codebook (e.g., a common random seed).
The paper considers the optimization of the covariance matrix rank, depend-
ing on the number of feedback bits employed. The coarser the feedback, the
lower the rank. Furthermore, the power is allocated evenly among the cho-
sen number of streams, and it is argued that once the number of streams is
optimized, the power allocation is not critically detrimental. The use of RVQ
for transmit covariance quantization has been further studied in [26], where
a bound for the capacity loss associated with the limited feedback has been
derived, showing an exponential decrease on the codebook size, as well and a
dependency on Nt and Nb. The random codebooks of covariance matrices are
generated randomly based on the outer product of reshaped random vectors,
which produce covariance matrices with randomized rank.
In [154], transmission adaptation in terms of bit and power loading over the
data streams is designed, in order to compensate for the eﬀects of outdated
CSIT. Practical issues arise relating to the calculation of the correlation co-
eﬃcient between CSIR and CSIT, which depends on the fading rate and the
fading capacity.
3.2.2 Vector quantization techniques
The non-recursive transmission of the ﬁrst Nb columns of V can be treated as
a vector/matrix quantization problem. The main idea is that both transmitter
and receiver know a ﬁxed set of matrices (a “codebook”), from which a matrix
is selected by the receiver, who sends the chosen index to the transmitter.
When the matrices to be quantized are assumed to have a ﬁxed distribu-
tion, several techniques can be employed to design a ﬁxed codebook. A brief
overview is given next.
Vector quantization (VQ) techniques are well-known from developments
in audio coding theory, where blocks of audio samples would be quantized
prior to transmission. For example, linear predictive coding (LPC) tech-
niques parametrize a block of speech samples, and the resulting parameters
can be quantized and transmitted through a communications channel. The
parametrization is done through the use of linear prediction (LP) strategies,
where a model of the signal is built in terms of a digital ﬁlter. An overview of
LPC systems is given in [81], including a discussion of diﬀerent parametriza-
tions for the sample blocks, e.g., ﬁlter impulse response, autocorrelation co-
eﬃcients, zeroes and poles of the predictor, etc. A taxonomy of early data
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compression techniques including optimum linear prediction can be found
in [11]. The use of digital ﬁlter structures in time series analysis appears
as early as 1927 in the work by Yule [143], 1941 (Kolmogorov) [70] and 1964
(Wiener) [137].
A prominent algorithm for training vector (equivalently block) quantizers is
the Linde-Buzo-Gray (LBG) algorithm [74]. The LBG generalizes the scalar
quantizers by Lloyd, which date from 1957 in Bell Labs but were not pub-
lished until 1982 in [77]. The LBG method allows training vector quantizers
for signals with ﬁxed distribution, based on a training sample set. The origi-
nal paper from 1980 shows an application to joint quantization of LPC speech
parameters, which were until then typically coded independently using opti-
mum scalar quantizers. The joint quantization from LBG allowed to lower the
number of transmitted bits while maintaining similar levels of some distortion
measures. This implies that the non-recursive feedback methods should not
quantize vector or matrix elements independently. However, the situation is
diﬀerent for recursive methods, where partial updates can be allowed to lower
the computational complexity, as described in Section 3.3.3 and Chapter 4.
Static codebooks
More formally, let us deﬁne a codebook C of orthonormal matrices as a set
C , {Cm ∈ C
Nt×Nb ,C†mCm = INb}
2nb
m=1
The receiver employs a selection criterion to choose a codebook element that
should be used by the transmitter, and reports the index of selected matrix
through the feedback channel. The criterion is application-dependent. For
example, mutual information can be used to optimize the performance of coded
communications and the minimum singular value can be used to optimize the
error rate of the uncoded communication [78]. The latter assumes the form
m∗ = argmax
m
λmin(HCm)
where λmin(·) represents the minimum singular value of the matrix argument.
The codebook C is typically designed oﬀ-line, depending on the antenna
array sizes and the statistics of the channel matrix H. The computational
complexity of choosing a matrix element is O(2nb), which reﬂects a trade-oﬀ
between the codebook accuracy and a combined cost of feedback overhead and
computational operations. It is possible to reduce this complexity by structur-
ing the data into a tree-structure, at the cost of increased storage requirements
and decreased performance. If the codebook size can be expressed in terms
of integers y and u such that 2nb = yu, then the data can be arranged into
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a y−ary tree with u stages, which incurs in a search complexity proportional
to yu rather than yu [35]. It was shown in [104] that for Nt = 4, a six-bit
codebook using full search achieves similar capacity than a seven-bit codebook
using the binary tree with seven stages. The reduction in the computational
complexity order is, however, signiﬁcant, since 2 · 7/26 ≈ 22%.
An analysis of the capacity loss due to quantizing the optimal beamform-
ing vector in MISO systems is given in [103], based on the works presented
in [101, 104]. In [101], the LBG algorithm is employed to maximize the mean
squared inner product (MSIP), similar to Narula’s work [88] but noting that
in correlated channels, the norm of the channel vector is not independent of
the normalized channel vector. Therefore, quantizing the normalized chan-
nel vector can perform diﬀerently than quantizing the channel vector without
normalization, in spatially correlated channels.
Codebooks based on subspace packing
It has been shown that for channel matrices with i.i.d. Gaussian components,
the right singular matrix is isotropically distributed in the group of unitary
matrices [78]. This means that the codebook design should maximize a dis-
tance measure between its elements, and therefore the problem is related to the
Grassmannian subspace packing problem [16]. This allows codebook design
methodologies more specialized than the LBG algorithm. For example, explicit
constructions are given in [121] for small codebooks satisfying 2nb ≤ N2t . This
has been used in the single-stream Grassmannian beamforming design [80] to
produce two-bit codebooks for Nt = 3. For larger codebook sizes, the method
by Hochwald [45] can be used, which requires the optimization of Nt real-
valued parameters. This procedure provides ﬂexibility to design codebooks
for diﬀerent conﬁgurations, i.e., there is no restriction on the antenna size or
Nb. When the DFT matrices are used as starting point, the vector codebooks
generated in [45] have unit-norm entries, i.e., they implement equal gain trans-
mission (EGT) codebooks and generalize the work in [44]. Furthermore, the
reduced power variation arising from the lack of per-antenna power control
can alleviate the requirements on the transmitter power ampliﬁer.
LBG-based codebooks
The mean squared inner product (MSIP) criterion of [101] designs the quan-
tizer function Q(·) to maximize E
{
| < v,Q(v) > |2
}
, where the expectation is
over the channel distribution. This contrasts with the Grassmannian beam-
forming design criterion [80], which minimizes the maximum inner product
between codebook elements. The simulations give similar performance for
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both approaches, and Roh argues that the VQ method can be applied to a
broader range of channel distributions and antenna array sizes, compared to
the method in [80].
In [104], on the other hand, it is argued that using the LBG algorithm to
design a codebook that minimizes the quantization loss is diﬃcult. This is due
to the fact that the optimal centroid of each cell cannot be solved analytically,
unlike the case where an inner product distortion measure is used. Thus, it is
claimed that the monotonicity of the algorithm cannot be asserted. Instead, an
alternative method is proposed, where the weighted sample covariance matrix
of the cells are computed, and the cell centroids are set to the dominant eigen-
vector of the respective covariance matrix. This is the mean squared weighted
inner product (MSwIP) design criterion and it is based on a large codebook
approximation for the capacity loss of the quantized beamforming system and
an iterative solution for computing the cluster centroids. This design is now
SNR-dependent and reduces to the MSIP at high SNR. Furthermore, it is
shown that for i.i.d. Rayleigh fading the MSIP, MSwIP and minimizing the
inner product on unnormalized channels are equivalent, because the singular
values and singular vectors of the channel are statistically independent. The
diﬀerence comes, however, in correlated channels, where this is not true. The
MSwIP is shown to uniformly outperform both MSIP and VQ codebooks of
un-normalized channels in correlated channels.
Sequential vector quantization (SVQ)
On the other hand, a sequential vector quantization (SVQ) scheme is also
proposed in [101]. The main idea is to represent the eigenbeams in terms of
unit-norm vectors of decreasing size, e.g., Nt, Nt−1, . . . , Nt−Nb+1. For i.i.d.
Gaussian fading, these vectors are independent and uniformly distributed over
the associated hyper-sphere, thus allowing to quantize them with a codebook
for MISO systems. This means that the receiver needs only to compute the
Nb unit vectors, quantize them independently with codebooks of the proper
dimension and feed back the resulting indices. The receiver can then rebuild
an approximation of the original orthonormal matrix.
Let V = [v1 . . .vNb ] be the Nb dominant right singular vectors of the channel
matrixH (the channel eigenbeams), and qi ∈ C
[Nt−i+1]×1, i = 1, . . . , Nb be the
Nb unit-norm vectors to be computed by the receiver from V. The calculation
is done as follows. The ﬁrst vector q1 equals v1 by deﬁnition. An auxiliary
matrix G1 is built such that that the ﬁrst column is q1 and the rest are
arbitrary unit-norm vectors that are orthogonal to q1. By construction, the
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product G†1V has the ﬁrst column and row equal to that of an identity matrix
of the same size, and the remaining lower-right block is also an orthonormal
matrix. Let this Nt − 1×Nt − 1 block be V
(2) as in [101]. The same strategy
can be applied again, and q2 is set to be the ﬁrst column of V
(2). A new
auxiliary matrix G˜2 is created, with q2 as the ﬁrst column and the rest to
satisfy orthonormality. This is used in the following step to determine q3
from the lower-right sub-block of G˜†2V
(2). The procedure continues until all
the q vectors have been computed. In other words, the matrix V is processed
such that
G
†
Nb
. . .G†1V = INt×Nb
Gi =


1 0 . . .
0 G˜i
...


(3.6)
The transmitter can build transmit-side versions of the matrices G˜i from the
quantized versions of qi (e.g., with Householder reﬂections), and compute an
approximation of V based on (3.6).
Further application of the SVQ algorithm from [101] was proposed in [73]
for application in subcarrier clustering in MIMO OFDM. Furthermore, large
unit-norm vectors are further split and quantized using codebooks for smaller
sizes and interpolation of the beamforming vectors was discussed.
Recursive codebook-based update
In some scenarios, on the other hand, the feedback frequency can be high
enough compared to the fading rate, so that the same codeword is signaled in
two or more consecutive feedback messages. This indicates that the coherence
time of the channel allows for the transmission of a reﬁnement of the codeword.
Hierarchical codebook schemes such as those in [67] exploit this, where a
“coarse” codebook is used to give a non-recursive estimate of the ﬁrst Nb
columns of V, and in subsequent slots a “ﬁne” codebook is employed, where
further reﬁnements to the coarse fed-back vector/matrix are provided. Let the
coarse codebook be of size 2Nc and the ﬁne codebook of size 2Nf . Further,letN
be the number of slots between uses of the coarse codebook, i.e., one usage of
the coarse codebook is followed by N−1 uses of the ﬁne codebook. As long as
the true vector/matrix remains within the same decision region of the coarse
codebook, the 2-layer structure eﬀectively uses a codebook of Nc + Nf bits
with an average feedback of (Nc+(N−1)Nf )/N . For example, if Nc = 2, Nf =
4, N = 5, then a 40% reduction in average bits per feedback channel use is
obtained. A simple two-layer codebook approach for two-dimensional real-
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Figure 3.1. Illustration of a two-layer codebook for real-valued vectors with uniformly i.i.d.
components in [0, 1]. First, a two-bit codebook is used. Thereafter, a four-bit
codebook is used. This allows to reduce the feedback rate from six to four bits
per feedback channel use, provided that the vector to be quantized remains
inside the same quadrant. The representation resembles the hierarchical M-
QAM constellation of the DVB-T standard [31].
valued vectors is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. This case resembles the hierarchical
(non-uniform) M-QAM constellations that have been adopted in the DVB-T
standard [31], in the sense that groups of points are clustered around a center
which can be seen as a member of a smaller constellation, equivalently a smaller
codebook. Applications and performance analysis of these non-uniform QAM
constellations can be found, e.g., in [23, 117].
Another approach for temporally correlated channels is based on Markov
chain models for the chosen codebook index [51–54]. This allows to analyze the
eﬀect of the feedback delay, and provide substantial feedback rate reductions
for large codebooks. The main idea is to signal the codeword index transition,
given the last chosen index. The feedback reduction comes from truncating
the unlikely transitions. This can be related to the hierarchical codebook
structures, where after using a coarse codebook a nested codebook is used. In
both approaches the next codeword is “close” to the previous, depending on
the fading rate.
Alternatively, adaptive codebooks implementations include scaling of a mother
codebook [97, 98, 109], switched codebooks [86] and the successive beamform-
ing scheme [76].
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3.2.3 Decomposition-based approaches
Another line of research exploits diﬀerent parameterizations of orthonormal
matrices, in order to utilize vector quantization and real-valued tracking tech-
niques.
One type of parametrization is based on real-valued Givens rotations [36, 38]
and described in [102]. The procedure processes an orthornormal matrix
column-wise, ﬁrst premultiplying with a diagonal matrix that converts the
entries of the column into real-valued quantities, and then applying a cascade
of rotations that null the column elements below the diagonal. The decompo-
sition of an orthonormal matrix V ∈ CNt×Nb can be written as [102]
V =


Nb∏
m=1


Im−1 0
0 ejφm,1 0 . . . 0
0
. . .
0 ejφm,Nt


Nt−m∏
n=1
JNt−nNt−n+1(αmn)


INt×Nb
(3.7)
where Im is the identity of size m, φmn are angles used to eliminate the imag-
inary parts column-wise and Jmn(α) denotes a real-valued Givens or Jacobi
transformation [36, 38] with the angle α, operating on the coordinate plane
m,n. This decomposition is diﬀerent than the one used throughout this the-
sis, in that the Jacobi or Givens matrices used in the proposed algorithms
are complex-valued, and therefore the real-valued parameters are computed
diﬀerently.
It was shown in [102] that the resulting parameters are statistically indepen-
dent in case of spatially white Rayleigh channels, and the corresponding PDFs
were given. Thus, one can either use VQ techniques for joint quantization, or
use scalar tracking techniques to recursively feed back each parameter to the
transmitter. This has been summarized in [105], but the application of VQ
for non-recursive feedback of the parameters was not considered.
When the complex-valued Givens rotors are used, the resulting parameters
are also statistically independent, and the PDFs are known [107], which allows
to use vector quantization techniques to design eﬃcient quantizers [106, 107].
3.2.4 Single-bit stochastic recursive methods
Recursive algorithms have been proposed, based on a single-bit feedback mes-
sage b(l) ∈ {0, 1}. The original work by Banister and Zeidler [14] dealt with
Nb = 1. This method was based on a stochastic signed approximation of the
gradient of the received power, and resembles the Sign Error technique from
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adaptive ﬁltering [27]. The update at the transmitter is given by
w(l + 1) =
w(l) + b(l)µp(l)
||w(l) + b(l)µp(l)||
where p(l) is a perturbation that allows the signed gradient approximation,
µ is a step size parameter and b(l) is the single-bit feedback message. This
perturbation can be either transmitted in the downlink, or be chosen syn-
chronously based on, e.g., a common random seed.
This method can be used in frequency fading channels and it yields a “wide-
band” precoding, by attempting to obtain the dominant eigenvalue of the
matrix
Rwb(k) =
D∑
d=1
H(d, k)H†(d, k)
where the sum includes D symbol-spaced channel taps H(d, k).
An improved 2-bit feedback message and enhanced stochastic gradient con-
struction were analyzed in the MU-MISO case in [15].
The extension to multiple substreams and MIMO systems was presented
in [13], although the design was restricted to a frequency ﬂat channel. Now
the objective function attempts to maximize the trace of W†H†HW, which
indirectly diagonalizes H†H. The update is similar to the MISO case, except
for the random perturbation dimensions and the necessity to orthonormalize
the resulting matrix:
W˜(l + 1) =W(l) + b(l)µP(l) W(l + 1) = GS(W˜(l + 1))
where GS(·) denotes the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization [38] or an equiva-
lent procedure that produces an orthonormal matrix based on the argument.
An alternative recursion avoiding the orthonormalization step and also based
on probing diametrical directions was proposed in [142]. The update candi-
dates W± are built as:
W± = [Wk W⊥]Φ±W0
Φ± = e
±B
B =

 0Nb −A†
A 0(Nt−Nb)


A ∈ C(Nt−Nb)×Nb Am,n i.i.d. ∼ N (0, µ)
(3.8)
where W⊥ is the orthogonal complement of Wk, W0 contains the ﬁrst Nb
columns of the identity of size Nt, e
±B denotes the matrix exponential func-
tion, and µ is similar to a step size parameter. This was later analyzed in [141].
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3.2.5 Other approaches
Alternative methods include a decentralized channel tracking algorithm pro-
posed in [87]. This method enables the transmitter to track the channel di-
rectly, by using a set membership ﬁltering (SMF) algorithm, where the scalar
required input is fed back by the receiver. This input to the update formula is
the received symbol, which was obtained during the transmission of a reference
symbol known to both transmitter and receiver. Thus, the feedback capacity
is used to give more resolution to single quantity, rather than having a coarse
joint quantization of the channel vector. Moreover, the receiver can determine
when the selective update is not required according to a given threshold, and
skip the feedback message transmission. This makes the scheme a variable
feedback rate algorithm.
Early closed-loop eigenbeamforming algorithms are also WCDMA closed-
loop modes 1 and 2 [5], which are speciﬁed for Nt = 2. Mode 1 is an EGT
scheme employing bit ﬁltering, where a single feedback bit speciﬁes one of
the real-valued components of the second antenna weight, thus allowing this
weight to move between neighbouring elements of a QPSK constellation. In
Mode 2, one bit is used for adjusting the power ratio between the antennas,
and three bits are used for quantizing the phase adjustment of antenna two to
eight levels. As only one feedback bit is allowed per feedback channel use, this
mode requires buﬀering the bits until all have been sent to the transmitter.
Enhanced ﬁltering techniques for Mode1, which allow increasing the weight
resolution and may also improve the feedback reliability have been proposed
in [50].
Other limited-feedback approaches to adaptive transmission include antenna
selection [115, 139], whereby one or a subset of antennas are selected based
on feedback. In [140], adaptive beamforming based on a predictor acting on
uplink measurements was proposed.
3.2.6 SU-MIMO in LTE
The 3GPP LTE standard deﬁnes two types of SU-MIMO precoding for spatial
multiplexing (Nb > 1):
• Static codebook based precoding for Nt = 2, 4. The speciﬁcation [2] (release
eight version) deﬁnes 2 and 4-bit codebooks based on Householder transfor-
mations, for the case of two and four transmit antennas, respectively. The
feedback message is called the precoding matrix indicator (PMI), and is sent
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independently of the per-stream channel quality indicator (CQI) and the
rank indicator (RI).
• Precoding with receiver-speciﬁc reference signals. Releases eight and nine
include the possibility of user-speciﬁc reference signals in downlink, which
are employed for the estimation of the beamformed channel HW at the
receiver. In release eight the transmission rank is restricted to Nb = 1, while
Nb = 2 is supported in release nine. These transmission modes are to be
implemented ﬁrst in TDD systems, where the CSIT is obtained from uplink
measurements through channel reciprocity.
It is possible to conﬁgure the frequency granularity of the feedback mecha-
nisms, since the large system bandwidths (up to 20 MHz in a single “carrier”)
are subject to frequency selective fading. Thus, the precoding feedback calcula-
tion and transmission is executed independently for every frequency sub-band
conﬁgured for reporting.
Recursive feedback precoding techniques such as the algorithms contributed
in this thesis could be relevant for future releases of the standard, although
up to now only non-recursive techniques have been standardized.
3.3 Contributions on recursive methods
This section describes the contributions of the thesis in the ﬁeld of recursive
feedback methods in MIMO systems. Sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 deal
with closed-loop eigenbeamforming problems (closed-loop subspace tracking).
Section 3.5 describes a closed-loop extension to space-time quasi-orthogonal
block codes. Section 3.4 introduces closed-loop interference-tolerant MIMO
communications.
3.3.1 Gradient reuse
This algorithm constitutes an extension of the signed stochastic gradient al-
gorithm [14]. A system with Nb = nb = 1 is considered, where the transmit
weights are optimized to maximize the total received power. The adaptation
is implemented through a signed stochastic approximation of the gradient of
the combined power at the receiver. Optimizing the instantaneous received
power minimizes the uncoded BER and maximizes the mutual information of
the single-stream system.
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The received power for a maximal ratio combining (MRC) receiver is given
by
Pr(k, l) = ||H(k)w(l)||
2 = w†(l)H†(k)H(k)w(l) (3.9)
which acts as a cost function for the adaptation of w. In [14], a random
perturbation vector p(l) ∈ CNt×1 with i.i.d. circular Gaussian entries is used
to generate two candidate vectorsw+,w−, which are tested against the current
channel matrix and determine the feedback message as follows
w+(l) =
w(l) + µp(l)
||w(l) + µp(l)||
w−(l) =
w(l)− µp(l)
||w(l)− µp(l)||
b(l) =sign{||H(lL− 1)w+(l)||
2 − ||H(lL− 1)w−(l)||
2}
(3.10)
The beamforming vector is updated at both transmitter and receiver, accord-
ing to the feedback message b(l):
w(l + 1) =
w(l) + b(l)µp(l)
||w(l) + b(l)µp(l)||
(3.11)
This single-bit technique uses b(l)p(l) as a coarse estimate of the gradient
of the received power Pr(k, l) deﬁned in (3.9). If the true gradient does not
change abruptly from slot to slot, then the gradient estimate can be improved
by ﬁltering, which in turn produces a tracking performance enhancement that
can be observed in moderate to fast fading channels.
Let g(l) and λG ≥ 0 denote the ﬁltered gradient estimate and a gradient
reuse controlling parameter, respectively. The gradient reuse equation is given
as
g(l) = b(l − 1)p˜(l − 1) + λGg(l − 1)
where the perturbation p˜(l) is chosen orthogonal to the previous gradient
estimate:
p˜(l) = p(l)−
g†(l − 1)p(l)
||g(l − 1)||2
g(l − 1) =
[
I−
g(l − 1)g†(l − 1)
||g(l − 1)||2
]
p(l)
with p(l) ∈ CNt×1 is the random Gaussian perturbation employed in the
original algorithm.
The update is then computed as
w(l) =
w(l − 1) + µg(l)
||w(l − 1) + µg(l)||
This extension enables convergence rates exceeding the capabilities of the
original algorithm, or otherwise achievable only through very large convergence
steps that optimize the performance at a given speed, but compromise it at
other mobilities. The proposed algorithm is shown to outperform the original
stochastic gradient scheme uniformly for speeds larger than 15 km/h, when
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Figure 3.2. Performance of gradient filtering algorithm as a function of the mobile speed.
SU-MISO case with Nt = 4, Nr = 1, single-bit feedback in spatially white
Rayleigh channels. “BZ” refers to the original algorithm of [14] and “GF”
refers to the gradient filtering strategy proposed in Section 3.3.1.
the carrier frequency of 2.1 GHz and single-bit feedback messages are sent
with frequency fb = 1500 Hz. Figure 3.2 shows the average received power as
a function of the mobile speed, for the case of µ = 0.05, λG = 0.9.
The original algorithm can be obtained by setting λG = 0 and generating
the perturbations independently, i.e., p˜(l) = p(l).
3.3.2 Single bit methods for more than one stream
The original single beam algorithm [14] was subsequently extended to handle
a general case Nb > 1 in [13]. However, the candidate generation required a
matrix orthonormalization step, in order to enforce the orthonormality con-
ditions. This motivated the methods described in this section, where the
conditions do not need to be explicitly enforced. A diﬀerent recursion that
also guaranteed the orthonormality of the candidates was proposed in [142].
The proposed methods probe around the current beamforming matrixW(l) ∈
C
Nt×Nb to form update candidatesW±(l) and inform the best candidate to the
transmitter. This is conceptually similar to the single beam case described in
Section 3.2.4. This section, however, deals with tracking of orthonormal ma-
trices, as opposed to the tracking of unit-norm vectors. Consequently, the
procedures for building the update candidates are also diﬀerent. Two diﬀerent
recursions will be presented.
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The IGREB algorithm
Since the Stiefel manifold [29] is connected, premultiplication with a unitary
matrix is a natural way to update W without enforcing the orthonormality
conditions explicitly. One way to deﬁne a single-bit update toW is to choose
between two unitary matrices, where the update is obtained by premulti-
plying W with the chosen matrix. Thus, the incremental Givens rotations
eigenbeamforming (IGREB) algorithm features update candidates W+,W−
deﬁned as
W±(l) = U±(l)W(l) (3.12)
where U−(l) = U
†
+(l) and U+(l) is a random unitary matrix including a step
size parameter, which allows to control the adaptation rate. The choice of U−
is intuitively “the opposite direction of rotation”.
The random unitary matrix is generated from a vector of angles with i.i.d.
Gaussian entries with zero mean and variance µ2, as follows. Any unitary
matrix of size Nt can be built from Nt real-valued angles through a cascade
of Givens rotors [36, 38] and a diagonal matrix with unit-modulus complex-
valued scalings. This can be written as [9, 132]:
U(λ,ψ) = Ψ

 1∏
m=Nt−1
Nt∏
n=m+1
Jmn(θmn, βmn)


Ψ =


ejψ1 . . . 0
...
. . .
...
0 . . . ejψNt


(3.13)
where Nt(Nt − 1)/2 angle pairs (θmn, βmn) are stacked in λ ∈ R
[Nt(Nt−1)]×1
and ψ = [ψ1 . . . ψNt ]
T ∈ RNt×1.
The complex-valued Givens rotors or Jacobi transformation Jmn(θmn, βmn)
equals an identity of size Nt, except for the entries (m,m), (m,n), (n,m) and
(n, n). The matrix is deﬁned element-wise as [36, 38]
Jmnpq =


cos(αmn) if p = q ∈ {m,n}
− sin(αmn)e
−jβmn if p = n and q = m
sin(αmn)e
jβmn if p = m and q = n
1 if p = q /∈ {m,n}
0 otherwise
(3.14)
The matrix U+(l) is then built as U+(l) = U(λ,ψ), with λ,ψ chosen ran-
domly. All the angles are i.i.d. and follow a Gaussian distribution of zero
mean and variance µ2. Therefore, smaller step-size values of µ generate uni-
tary matrices closer to the identity, as the Givens rotors themselves become
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closer to identity matrices. In slowly fading channels, the number of random
parameters can be further reduced with the approximation ejβmn ≈ 1 , in
which case U+(l) = U(λ,0).
It is also possible to generate U+(l) as the matrix exponential of a skew-
Hermitian random matrix, but the Givens rotors cascade of (3.13) has been
chosen for its simplicity of implementation.
The SCGAS algorithm
Another way to generate the candidate matrices is to move in the underlying
angle space. Any orthonormal matrix can be built from a set of angles through
a cascade of Givens rotors and a diagonal matrix with unit-modulus scalings.
This mapping between 2NtNb −N
2
b real-valued angles and a complex-valued
orthonormal matrix of size Nt ×Nb can be written as [9, 132]:
T (θ, ξ) =

 1∏
m=Nb
Nt∏
n=m+1
Jmn(αmn, βmn)

Γ(ξ)
Γ(ξ) =


ejξ1 . . . 0
...
. . .
...
0 . . . ejξNb
0 . . . 0
...
. . .
...
0 . . . 0


(3.15)
where (2NtNb−N
2
b−Nb)/2 angle pairs (αmn, βmn) are stacked in θ ∈ R
[NtNb−N
2
b
−Nb]×1,
ξ = [ξ1 . . . ξNb ]
T ∈ RNb×1 and Jm,n is the Givens rotor deﬁned in (3.14). We
will restrict our attention to the special case Γ(ξ) = INt×Nb since the optimal
beamforming matrix is unique up to unit-norm scalings on each column, and
therefore deﬁne
M(θ) = T (θ,0) (3.16)
The stochastic gradient search over an angle space (SCGAS) algorithm keeps
an angle vector θ(l) such that W(l) = M(θ(l)). The update candidates are
then built based on random perturbations of the current angle vector, that is
W±(l) =M{θ(l)± µp(l)}
where p(l) ∈ R[2NtNb−N
2
b
−Nb]×1 is chosen with i.i.d. zero-mean unit-variance
Gaussian variables. Similar to the case of the IGREB algorithm, µ controls
the adaptation rate and no adaptation occurs if µ = 0, since all the rotors
become equal to identity matrices.
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Figure 3.3. Statistics for non-diagonal power of W†H†HW, with mobile speed of 3 km/h
and single-bit algorithms closed-loop algorithms, in MU-MIMO with Nt =
4, Nr = 2, Nb = 2 spatially white Rayleigh channels.
In order to keep the search within a bounded space, the inverse mapping is
used to ﬁnd θ(l + 1) within the nominal ranges:
θ(l + 1) =M−1{W(l + 1)}
where M−1(·) involves sequential nulling of the elements under the diagonal
of W(l + 1).
The performance of the IGREB and SCGAS algorithms is illustrated in Figs. 3.3
and 3.4, for a Nt = 4, Nr = 2 system with carrier frequency 2.1 GHz and single
bit feedback messages sent with frequency fb = 1500 Hz, and a mobile moving
at 3 km/h. It is seen from Fig. 3.3 that the tracking performance is somewhat
poor, as evidenced by the large residual interference between streams that
can be seen after the matched ﬁlter. However, both algorithms outperform
existing single-bit proposals like [142]. The corresponding BER performance
curves are shown in Fig. 3.4.
3.3.3 Partial-update eigenbeamforming
This section deals with single-beam systems Nb = 1, but diﬀers from the
previous section, in that it features deterministic tracking, as opposed to the
feedback assisted stochastic probing described in the single-bit methods. The
feedback requirements are diﬀerent as well. The algorithms presented here
will typically use nb = 6, 8 bits per feedback message. This results in nearly-
optimal performance in low mobility scenarios and a better performance in
moderate speeds over the pedestrian ranges.
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Figure 3.4. BER performance for single-bit closed-loop algorithms with mobile speeds of
3 km/h, double-stream MIMO transmission with uniform power allocation in
Nt = 4, Nr = 2, Nb = 2 i.i.d. channels and linear MMSE detection. The
proposed IGREB and SCGAS algorithms from Section 3.3.2 give power gains
statistically similar to the channel eigengains, and therefore employ uneven bit
loading (16-QAM and 4-QAM modulation symbols on stream one and two,
respectively). The “Stochastic Geodesic” (SGE) algorithm of [142] employs
8-PSK constellations on both streams.
The partial-update algorithms aim to provide low-complexity weight adap-
tation while achieving precision in the update of one element of w at each slot.
The partial-update concept is known in adaptive ﬁltering theory, where the
motivation is to decrease the computational complexity associated to the full
update of the ﬁlter.
In the following sections, the partial-update algorithms are described in their
two variants: the sequential, where the coeﬃcients are updated in a round-
robin fashion and the “ranked”, where part of the feedback message is destined
to signal which coeﬃcient will be updated. The latter provides better perfor-
mance than the ﬁrst, for mobility ranges outside the pedestrian ranges.
Partial update in MISO systems
In MISO systems, the optimal beamformer is given by v(l) = h†(k)/||h(k)||.
The update formula for coeﬃcient a ∈ {1, . . . , Nt} is
wa(l + 1) = Qρ{|va(l)|}e
jQφ{∠va(l)}
where Qn{·} quantizes the argument uniformly to n bits within a given interval
and ∠(·) denotes the argument of a complex number.
The ranked version of the algorithm chooses a as the coeﬃcient that has the
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largest weighted error
a = argmax
i
{|hi(lL− 1)|
2|vi(lL− 1)− wi(l)|
2}
Partial update in MIMO systems
The previous section presented a very low computational-complexity algo-
rithm, which is limited to MISO systems. In this section, we present the align-
ment enhanced partial update beamforming (ALE-PUB) algorithm, which al-
lows the partial concept in a MIMO system with Nb = 1.
The ALE-PUB algorithm solves the partial-update problem by maximizing
the received power that is obtained with the updated weights. Let Pr(k, l) be
the combined received power at symbol period k on slot l
Pr(k, l) = w
†(l)H†(k)H(k)w(l)
The updated weight wa(l+1) is parametrized in polar coordinates as ρe
jθ and
the unquantized solution solves
argmax
ρ,θ
Pr(lL− 1, l + 1)
The solution has an intuitive interpretation in the MISO case, which is illus-
trated in Fig. 3.5.
The ranked version chooses a by selecting the partial-update giving the
largest combined power, and the optimal weight is quantized uniformly ac-
cording to a predetermined bit budget for power/phase. When operating
in sequential mode, the coeﬃcients are updated in round-robin fashion, and
therefore the transmitter knows the index a on each slot. When using the
ranked mode, on the other hand, the chosen coeﬃcient index a has to be fed
back to the transmitter, which decreases the available bits for quantizing the
optimal coeﬃcient wa(l + 1). Moreover, this overhead depends on the num-
ber of transmit antennas and equals ⌈log2(Nt)⌉. The transmitter extracts the
quantized power and phase of wa(l + 1) from the feedback message and uses
them to perform the update of the beamforming weights. In ranked mode, the
index a is also extracted from the feedback message bits.
The performance of the proposed ALE-PUB algorithms is illustrated in Figs. 3.6
and 3.7 for the carrier frequency of 2.1 GHz and the feedback message fre-
quency of 1500 Hz, with six bits per feedback channel use. In Fig. 3.6 the
BER performance as a function of the mobile speed is given, for the diﬀerent
variants of the algorithm, when the SNR per bit is 7 dB. It can be seen that the
ranked algorithms perform worse than the sequential variants at pedestrian
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P = |hw|2 = |(hw− hawa) + hawa|
2
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MISO case
hawa
Sa = hw− hawa
and maximize the modulus of hw
Set wa to align hawa to Sa
Figure 3.5. Geometrical interpretation of the partial-update eigenbeamforming algorithms
ALE-PUB in the case of Nr = 1. The single beamforming coefficient is selected
to align the adjustable term to the fixed term, thus maximizing the combined
power at the receiver.
speeds. This is due to the decreased resolution in the feedback of the optimal
weight, which arises from the overhead of signalling which coeﬃcient will be
updated. As the mobile speed increases, on the other hand, the round-robin
update of the weights becomes too slow and the selective update has better
tracking performance, despite the lower quantization resolution. The full BER
v/s SNR curve is given in Fig. 3.7 for the sequential version when the mobile
speed is 3 km/h. It can be seen that the algorithm performs close to the
perfect CSI case, where the full unquantized update is available on every slot.
3.3.4 Coordinate plane unitary transformations: the D-JAC
algorithm
The previous sections have presented both stochastic and deterministic closed-
loop eigenbeamforming methods. In this section, the distributed Jacobi (D-
JAC) eigenbeamforming algorithm is introduced. This is a deterministic re-
cursive closed-loop subspace tracking method, which allows tracking a set of
Nb orthonormal vectors.
The D-JAC algorithm is based on an auxiliary orthonormal matrix Φ ∈
C
Nt×Nt , which starts as an identity of size Nt and is updated with a single
Givens rotor on each update. Both transmitter and receiver have their own
copy of the matrix, which are identical if the feedback channel is error-free.
The receiver computes the angle pair deﬁning the rotor for update, quantizes
the angles and sends them in the feedback message. The transmitter recreates
the rotor and applies it to its own copy of Φ, thus applying the same update as
the receiver. In a static channel and without quantization of the angle pair, the
ﬁrst Nb columns of the matrix Φ converge to the dominant Nb eigenvectors
of the channel. Furthermore, the rotors after convergence become identity
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Figure 3.6. Performance of the PU algorithm ALE-PUB as function of the mobile speed,
in spatially white Nt = 4, Nr = 2 channels with a single stream of 16-QAM
symbols. ALE-PUB-R and ALE-PUB-S denote the ranked and sequential vari-
ants and “bound” denotes the performance of the single weight update with
unquantized values. The limited-feedback cases use nb = 6 bits per feedback
message. “CBBF 64” refers to the nb = 6 bits Grassmannian codebook of [80]
and “Perfect EBF” is the performance of the transmitter with the unquan-
tized dominant eigenbeam of the channel. The ranked version uses two bits to
indicate the weight to be updated.
matrices, up to machine precision.
More formally, the following steps are involved:
1. Receiver: determine which coordinate plane will be used for the update.
The planes are selected in round-robin fashion, and the list of planes is
deﬁned by (m,n) : n = 1, 2, . . . , Nb;m = n+ 1, n+ 2, . . . , Nt.
2. Receiver: given the most recent channel sample H and the current matrix
Φ, compute an angle pair α, β for the coordinate plane (m,n).
3. Receiver: quantize the angles according to bit budget and feed them back
to the transmitter. The nominal ranges for α, β are [0, π/2) and [−π, π),
respectively. The quantization is uniform over the nominal ranges, and the
nb feedback bits are split evenly between the angles. Since transmitter and
receiver share the list of coordinate planes and operate on them in round-
robin fashion, signalling which plane will be updated on each slot is not
needed.
4. Receiver: use the quantized angles to update Φ and W.
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Figure 3.7. BER performance of the sequential PU algorithm ALE-PUB in i.i.d. Nt =
4, Nr = 2 channels, nb = 6, single stream with 16-QAM symbols and mobile
speed of 3 km/h. “bound” refers to the case when the single weight update is
done without any quantization effects and “Perfect EBF” refers to the trans-
mitter using the unquantized dominant channel eigenbeam. “CBBF 64” refers
to the nb = 6 bits Grassmannian codebook of [80].
5. Transmitter: determine the plane (m,n) as the receiver did.
6. Transmitter: retrieve the fed-back angles and use them to assemble a rotor
in plane (m,n).
7. Transmitter: update the transmit-side version of Φ and W with the rotor
so computed.
The method mimics the Jacobi method for diagonalization of Hermitian ma-
trices [38] by treating the current channel conditions as an intermediate step
in the diagonalization algorithm. Only one coordinate plane transformation
is used per update, as opposed to 2NtNb − Nb(Nb + 1) transformations con-
tained in a full Jacobi sweep. This is to keep the feedback requirements low.
Furthermore, the proposed update solves the angle rotors directly, as opposed
to previously proposed methods found in [43].
The performance of theD-JAC algorithm is illustrated in Figs. 3.9, 3.10
and 3.8. For mobile speeds of 3 km/h and uncorrelated Rayleigh fading, the
D-JAC algorithm diagonalizes the Nt = 4, Nr = 2 almost perfectly, when
six feedback bits are sent with feedback frequency fb = 1500 Hz. It can
be seen in Fig. 3.8 that the diagonal entries of (WH)†(WH) follow closely
the distributions of the squared singular values of H, while the oﬀ-diagonal
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Figure 3.8. Statistics of the power gains of the equivalent linear system after matched
filter reception for the D-JAC algorithm, compared to the full CSI (perfect
eigenbeamforming) case. “Eigengain 1,2” refer to the two largest squared sin-
gular values of the channel, respectively. “Interstream interference” refers to
|(WH)†WH|12, and “Beam 1,2” refer to |(WH)
†WH|11 and |(WH)
†WH|11,
respectively.
term is in general very small. The BER performance for the same scenario is
given in Fig. 3.10. It can be seen that the D-JAC algorithm operates close
to the optimal performance, which is obtained when the transmitter has the
unquantized dominant singular vectors of H. The performance advantage
compared to the non-recursive Grassmannian codebook of [78] is about 3 dB
for BER levels of 0.01, with both algorithms operating at the same feedback
rate. The BER performance degradation as the mobile speed increases is given
in Fig. 3.9 for the case of SNR per bit equal to 5 dB. It is shown that the D-
JAC obtains a performance advantage over the codebook of size 64, up to
mobile speeds of 30 km/h when operating at the same feedback rate, and up
to 25 km/h when operating at a lower feedback rate of nb = 4.
3.4 Interference-tolerant MIMO transmissions
This section deals with closed-loop techniques, where the transmit weights
are adapted to aid the interference rejection capabilities of the receiver. This
extends the classical receive-only diversity interference rejection combining
receivers to a MIMO setup, where the transmit weights assist the spatial noise
whitening and channel gain for the received streams.
Given a short-term estimate of the noise-plus-interference signals aﬀecting a
receiver, the link-level performance is dictated by the SINRs, as given by (3.5).
The following sections will describe how the transmit weights can be adapted,
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Figure 3.9. D-JAC: BER performance of the D-JAC algorithm as a function of the mobile
speed and bits per feedback message in uncorrelated Nt = 4, Nr = 2 channels,
and a single rotor applied per update. “Unquantized (θ, σ) refers to the up-
date employing an unquantized rotor angle pair, nθ, nσ refer to the number
of bits used to encode the θ and σ angles, respectively. “CBBF” refers to the
Grassmannian codebook from [78].
in order to optimize the link performance.
3.4.1 Single stream IRC-MIMO
For the special case of Nb = 1, the optimal combiner [138] can be deﬁned as
ω(k, l) = Q−1(k, l)H(k)w(l)
where Q(k, l) is the covariance matrix of the interference plus noise signals
from (2.3).
Conditioned on H(k), Q(k, l) and given w(l), the combiner yields the fol-
lowing SINR (in the following we assume P = 1)
γ(k, l) = w†(l)[H†(k)Q−1(k, l)H(k)]w(l)
which shows that the transmit weights that optimize the SINR are given by
the dominant eigenvector of H†(k)Q−1(k, l)H(k), and that the optimal SINR
is the corresponding eigenvalue.
Assuming some temporal correlation in the interference sources, it is pos-
sible to feed back the optimal transmit weight to the transmitter by means
of a closed-loop eigenbeamforming algorithm. In particular, the D-JAC algo-
rithm described in Section 3.3.4 can be applied directly, if the rotor angle pair
is computed upon H†(k)Q−1(k, l)H(k) instead of H†(k)H(k). A substantial
performance enhancement is obtained, when compared to the use of eigen-
beamforming and the IRC receiver, which can be implemented with the same
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Figure 3.10. BER performance of the D-JAC algorithm in uncorrelated Nt = 4, Nr = 2
channels and mobile speed of 3kmh, with two streams employing 16-QAM and
QPSK symbols, respectively. Single rotor update with nb = 6 bits per feed-
back message. “CBBF” refers to the Grassmannian codebook from [78] and
“Perfect EBF” uses the unquantized channel eigenbeams at the transmitter.
feedback rate, but does not include the interference statistics in the adaptation
of w(l).
The performance of the single stream transmit-assisted IRC algorithm is
shown in Fig. 3.11. A system with Nt = 4, Nr = 2 is considered with carrier
frequency of 2.1 GHz and mobile speed of 3 km/h. The feedback channel sends
six bits every slot, where the slot frequency is fb = 1500 Hz. We assume a sin-
gle interferer which is an i.i.d. complex-valued Gaussian vector u11 ∈ C
Nr×1
with the same temporal autocorrelation properties of H, that is, the relative
motion of the receiver and the interference source is also of 3 km/h. The inter-
fering signal arrives at the receiver with the same SNR that the data signal has.
Under this harsh interference conditions, the transmission by eigenbeamform-
ing alone is not feasible. It is seen that the traditional IRC receiver of [138] in
conjunction with eigenbeamforming has some interference cancellation capa-
bilities, but it is clearly outperformed by the proposed transmit-assisted IRC
algorithm, with either the D-JAC weight recursion from Section 3.3.4 or the
SCGAS algorithm extended to operate on nb > 1 bits (as described in Sec-
tion 3.4.2). Furthermore, the advantage of using recursive methods over static
Grassmannian codebooks is also given.
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Figure 3.11. BER performance of 16-QAM single-stream closed-loop transmit-assisted IRC
algorithms for SU-MIMO, under strong interfering signals. A slowly-varying
interference signal arrives at the receiver with the same SNR of the data
signal. “EBF” denotes beamforming along the unquantized dominant channel
eigenbeam, “IRC-DJAC” and “IRC-SCGAS” denote the proposed algorithms
of Section 3.4.1 using feedback messages of nb = 6 bits, with Nt = 4, Nr = 2
uncorrelated channels and mobile speed of 3 km/h. “Grassmannian CB”
denotes the 6-bit codebook of [80].
3.4.2 Multiple-stream IRC-MIMO
In a general case Nb > 1, the Nb combiners are stacked as columns of Ω ∈
C
Nr×Nb and computed as
Ω(k, l) = Q−1(k, l)[H(k)W(l)]
which features combiners ωi(l) = Q
−1(k, l)[H(k)wi(l)] as in the single stream
case, but also exhibits a strong coupling between the vectors wi(l) and the
SINRs γi(k, l), as deﬁned by (3.5). This is clear, for example, by considering
streams one and two. The transmit weights w1(l) deﬁne the forward gain
for the stream, w†1(l)H
†(k)Q−1(k, l)H(k)w1(l) and also the interference that
stream two suﬀers from stream one, namely w†2(l)H
†(k)Q−1(k, l)H(k)w1(l).
This motivates the optimization of a joint (scalar) metric of the SINRs.
In this sense, the average conditional BEP of the streams is a possible met-
ric. Given the conditional SINRs from (3.5), the conditional BEP across the
streams is
P (W(l)|H(k)) =
Nb∑
p=1
Bi∑
n Bn
Pp
(
γp(k, l)
Bp
)
(3.17)
where Bp is the number of bits per symbol in the stream p and Pp(·) can be
any suitable SINR to BEP mapping for the constellation in use in stream p.
Other metrics could be considered, such as a mapping between the condi-
tional SINRs and the average coded BER under a given channel coding scheme.
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This can be produced with either laboratory measurements or link-level sim-
ulations.
In order to optimize the beamforming matrix W(l), an extension of the
signed stochastic gradient algorithm is employed, in which the receiver chooses
one out of 2nb update candidates, which are built as perturbations to the
current matrix W(l). Thus, the feedback message contains an index m∗,
where
m∗ = argmin
m
P (Wm(l)|H(lL− 1))
and the set of perturbations {Wm(l)}
2n
b
m=1 can be generated around W(l) in
diﬀerent manners, each of which deﬁne a variant of the proposed IRC-MIMO
technique. Upon reception of the feedback message, both the transmitter and
the receiver execute the synchronous update
W(l + 1) =Wm∗(l)
This thesis considers two diﬀerent assumptions about the structure of W.
The ﬁrst keeps the columns of W orthonormal, and generates the perturbed
matrices by perturbing the angle vector representing W(l), as in the SCGAS
algorithm, but employing 2nb−1 random vectors used to build diametrical per-
turbations. In other words, the perturbations are generated as
{W2n−1(l) =M(θ(l) + µ∆θn),W2n(l) =M(θ(l)− µ∆θn)}
2nb−1
n=1
where 2nb−1 vectors {∆θn} are generated from zero mean, unit variance
i.i.d. Gaussian variables, the mapping M(·) is deﬁned in (3.16) and W(l) =
M(θ(l)).
The second variant of the algorithm relaxes the orthonormality of the columns
and restricts only the Frobenius norm ofW, thus only controlling the average
transmit power. In this case, the candidates are generated as
{
W2n−1(l) =
√
Nb
||eµKmW(l)||2F
eµKmW(l),
W2n(l) =
√
Nb
||e−µKmW(l)||2F
e−µKmW(l)
}2nb−1
n=1
The performance of the two- stream transmit-assisted IRC algorithm is shown
in Fig. 3.12. A system with Nt = 4, Nr = 3, nb = 6 and fb = 1500 Hz is
considered, with carrier frequency of 2.1 GHz and mobile speed of 3 km/h.
The interfering signal is modeled as a complex-valued Gaussian vector with
the same temporal autocorrelation properties of H, as in Section 3.4.1. It is
seen that using non-orthogonal columns inW (“IRC-EXPM”) can improve the
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Figure 3.12. BER performance of double-stream closed-loop transmit-assisted SU-MIMO
under strong interfering signals, Nt = 4, Nr = 3, nb = 6, 16QAM symbols
on each stream and mobile speed of 3 km/h. A slowly-varying interference
signal arrives at the receiver with the same SNR of the data signal. The “IRC-
SCGAS” adaptation enforces orthonormality on W, whereas “IRC-EXPM”
can have non-orthogonal transmit beams. “Grassmannian 4×2×64” denotes
the usage of a 6-bit codebook from [78] and the cost function from (3.17)
performance, when compared to the strictly orthonormal precoder of the “IRC-
SCGAS” method. Unlike the single stream case, the performance advantage
of the recursive methods over the use of static codebooks is much larger.
3.5 Closed-loop enhancements for quasi-orthogonal space-time
codes
It is known that limited feedback closed-loop techniques may outperform
space-time codes when the feedback latencies are not too large [49]. This
suggests that whenever timely CSIT is available, the system should use closed-
loop transmission techniques instead of space-time codes. Nevertheless, perfor-
mance enhancements to space-time codes have been studied in the literature,
for example in [10, 62, 71, 75, 85].
This section addresses transmit-weight optimization for systems employing
quasi-orthogonal space-time codes (QOSTBC). The purpose of the feedback
is to allow the transmitter to modify its transmit weights, in order to optimize
the link-level performance.
The proposed algorithm is tailored for the case of linear receivers, unlike
constellation rotations which restore the full-diversity of QOSTBC under non-
linear maximum-likelihood receivers [114]. Furthermore, the design considers
only one set of Nt weights, which contrasts with more general frameworks such
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as [62, 75], where higher-dimension beamforming matrices may be employed.
Consider a single beam system where the associated data stream is processed
in blocks of T symbols. Assuming that the channel stays constant over the T
symbol periods, the following equivalent system for the block k′ = ⌊k/T ⌋ can
be written:
y˜(k′) = H(k′, l)s(k′) + n˜(k′) (3.18)
where y˜(k′), n˜(k′) ∈ CNtNr×1 are the respective vectorized versions of the
T received and noise vectors, and H(k′, l) is the equivalent channel matrix
for the STBC which includes the channel matrix H(k′), the beamforming
weights w(l) = [w∗1(l), . . . , w
∗
Nt
(l)]† and the encoding strategy of the STBC.
This system is illustrated in Fig. 3.13 and can be written for a broad class of
STBC, in particular for some high-performance full-rate QOSTBC, which are
considered here.
Assuming a linear combiner Ω(k′, l) ∈ CNtNr×T = [ω1(k
′, l) . . .ωT (k
′, l)], the
ﬁltered received signal z(k′, l) ∈ CT×1 reads
z(k′, l) = Ω†(k′, l)y˜(k′)
= Ω†(k′, l)H(k′, l)s(k′) +Ω†n˜(k′)
= G(k′, l)s(k′) + n′(k′, l)
(3.19)
where the equivalent gain matrix G(k′, l) = Ω†(k′, l)H(k′, l) includes both the
transmit weightsw(l) and the channelH(k′) for the block under consideration.
The matrix G can be written explicitly, given a choice of QOSTBC and linear
receiver. For example, the ABBA scheme [127] with a linear minimum mean
square error (LMMSE) receiver and Nr = 1 give
HABBA =


w1h1 w2h2 w3h3 w4h4
w∗2h
∗
2 −w
∗
1h
∗
1 w
∗
4h
∗
4 −w
∗
3h
∗
3
w3h3 w4h4 w1h1 w2h2
w∗4h
∗
4 −w
∗
3h
∗
3 w
∗
2h
∗
2 −w
∗
1h
∗
1


Ω†(k′, l) = [H†(k′, l)H(k′, l) + σ2I]−1H†(k′, l)
(3.20)
A link-level metric can be computed upon the equivalent system (3.19). For
example, the average BEP can be computed as
P (w(l)|H(k′),Q(k′, l)) =
1
T
T∑
i=1
P
(
γi(k
′, l)
B
)
γi(k
′, l) =
|Gii(k
′, l)|2
ω
†
i (k
′, l)Q(k′, l)ωi(k′, l) +
∑
m6=i |Gim(k
′, l)|2
i = 1, . . . , T
Q(k′, l) = E
{
n′(k′, l)n′(k′, l)†
}
(3.21)
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Figure 3.13. System model for closed-loop STBC.
where P (·) denotes the conditional BEP expression for the symbol constella-
tion in use, and B is the number of bits per symbol.
Since the transmitter has no knowledge ofH, the weight adaptation proceeds
based only on the feedback message b(l) and the current value w(l). A simple
recursive procedure is to probe the cost function in diametrical directions, and
inform the result through a single feedback bit. This is conceptually similar
to the single-bit method [14] and the thesis contributions presented in Sec-
tion 3.3.2. Diﬀerent ways to build the candidates give origin to variants of
the algorithm. For example, one can use the parametrization of the SCGAS
algorithm given in Section 3.3.2. Alternatively, one can use the additive per-
turbation followed by vector normalization, as in [14].
The performance of the proposed algorithm is depicted in Figs. 3.14 and 3.15.
We denote two variants of the algorithm as “ABBA-SCGAS” and “ABBA-
BZ”, when the weight updates are done as in the SCGAS algorithm of Eq. (3.14)
and as in Banister and Zeidler’s stochastic gradient [14]. The sensitivity of
the BER performance with respect to the step size parameter µ is found to
depend on both the SNR conditions and the recursion type. This is shown
in Fig. 3.14. The BER performance of the optimized step size parameter is
shown in Fig. 3.15, where a Nt = 4, Nr = 1 SU-MISO system with carrier fre-
quency 2.1 GHz and single-bit feedback messages sent with frequency 1500 Hz
is simulated, when the mobile speed is 3 km/h. The performance is compared
to that of existing single-bit closed-loop algorithms for STBC, such as the
group-coherent codes of Akhtar and Gesbert [10], which is based on OSTBC
blocks.
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Figure 3.14. Sensitivity of the closed-loop assisted ABBA QOSTBC to the convergence
step parameter µ, in Nt = 4 SU-MISO with mobile speeds of 3 km/h, and
QPSK symbols. Dashed and solid lines represent the ABBA-BZ and ABBA-
SCGAS recursions, respectively.
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Figure 3.15. BER performance of single-bit closed-loop QOSTBC methods with QPSK
symbols, for Nt = 4, Nr = 1 spatially white Rayleigh channels and mobile
speed of 3 km/h. “A-G” refers to the group-coherent codes of [10], ABBA is
the QOSTBC from [127], and “ABBA-BZ”, “ABBA-SCGAS” denote the pro-
posed method under different weight recursions. The “genie aided” method
has no feedback capacity restriction and can update the transmit weights to
optimize Eq. (3.21) on every channel use. “OL-4x1” refers to the fourth-order
open-loop diversity performance.
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4. Channel feedback methods for
MU-MIMO
This chapter considers channel feedback methods for usage within MU-MIMO
transmission. We depart from the feedback of orthonormal matrices in Chap-
ter 3, and consider the quantization and feedback of the complete channel
matrix H. This allows the proposed feedback methods to be used with any
existing MU-MIMO technique, such as those outlined in Chapter 5.
We propose low computational complexity partial update (PU) feedback
methods, and analyze their performance in terms of tracking error and BER
loss incurred by MU-MIMO techniques, compared to the full-CSI case. Sim-
ilarly to the PU eigenbeamforming methods proposed in Section 3.3.3, the
sequential variants are suitable for slowly-fading channels and moderate an-
tenna array sizes, while the ranked variants provide better tracking gain in
some conditions, depending on the feedback and fading rates, and the an-
tenna array sizes.
4.1 Introduction
In this thesis, closed-loop channel tracking and channel feedback methods refer
to the transmission of digital information that enable the transmitter to keep
an estimate of the forward channel experienced by a given user.
Let Ht be the channel matrix available at the transmitter. In order to study
and compare diﬀerent methods, we will assume that the receiver knows its
channel matrix H exactly. Therefore, there is no channel estimation error at
the receiver, and the mismatch between Ht and H stems from limitations in
the feedback frequency fb and the number of bits per feedback message, nb.
The closed-loop tracking error is deﬁned as
e(k) = ||H(k)−Ht(k)||
2
F (4.1)
where channel variations within a slot imply that this error is in general not
zero. We are interested, however, on scenarios where the intra-slot variations
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are negligible, and that the channel can be tracked, producing statistics of e(k)
that are “small”. In this thesis, the quality of the channel feedback algorithm
is evaluated in terms of the BER performance loss incurred by MU-MIMO
solutions using Ht(k) as inputs, compared to the case when H(k) is employed
(full CSI case).
Furthermore, the tracking considered here refers to the tracking of the in-
stantaneous channel H(k), as opposed to the feedback of channel statistical
measures, such as mean and covariance channel feedback methods.
It should be stressed that the channel feedback methods are motivated by
providing CSI for MU-MIMO methods designed for full-CSI, where the com-
plete channel matrix is required. If only the right singular vectors of the matrix
are required, then closed-loop subspace tracking methods should be used, be-
cause no extraneous information is transmitted. This is the case of single-user
systems employing adaptive transmit eigenbeamforming as described in Chap-
ter 3, and also for MU-MIMO systems with partial-CSI block diagonalization,
as presented in Chapter 5.
4.2 Overview of existing methods
For TDD systems, the forward channel can be measured based on uplink
transmission. This can, however, become outdated in case of delays due to
multiuser scheduling. For FDD systems such as those considered in this the-
sis, on the other hand, the reciprocity only applies to long-term statistical
properties of the channel. Quantization methods found in literature typically
discard some features of the channel matrix, depending on the speciﬁc purpose
of the feedback. For example, for MU-MIMO based on the block diagonaliza-
tion technique [118, 120], only a quantized version of the null-space basis of
the channel is fed back. Alternatively, a vectorized and normalized version of
the channel matrix can be fed back. This has been proposed in conjunction
with static codebooks in [116]. Generic approaches that aim to convey the
whole matrix, however, are somewhat rare. One approach has been proposed
for MISO systems in [63], where the instantaneous channel is parametrized as
coeﬃcients in the eigenbasis of the long-term covariance matrix, and it is these
coeﬃcients that are independently quantized and fed back, with the underly-
ing assumption that the channel covariance matrix changes very slowly and
thus it can be transmitted and updated with negligible feedback overhead.
On the other hand, the use of predictive vector quantization (PVQ) tech-
niques such as [11, 25, 48, 81] can also be considered. These techniques employ
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a linear ﬁlter to form an estimate of the instantaneous channel based on pre-
vious ﬁlter outputs, which can also be computed at the transmitter, provided
that the diﬀerence between the actual channel and the ﬁlter output is fed
back, and that the ﬁlter stability is not compromised by the quantization er-
rors. However, speciﬁc codebook selection criteria and design criteria have
not been proposed for wireless channels, to the best of our knowledge. It is
also noteworthy that the computational complexity of the channel predictor
and codebook selection and lookup can become burdensome, as the channel
matrix sizes increase.
Explicit channel feedback techniques for MU-MIMO are still not part of
the 3GPP LTE standard (at least up to release ten). One possibility for
MU-MIMO in release ten is to use zero-forcing MU-MIMO (similar to the
BD technique [118]) based on CSIT provided by the SU-MIMO precoding
codebooks as deﬁned in [2] (release ten).
4.3 Channel feedback based on single-bit tracking structures
In this section, we present a channel tracking method based on the use of
single-bit tracking structures for real-valued quantities, in conjunction with
partial-update ﬁltering concepts. First, the single-bit tracking structure em-
ployed is introduced, and thereafter the proposed methods are described.
4.3.1 Tracking of real-valued quantities based on single-bit
messages
A single-bit real-valued tracker (SBRVT) is deﬁned as a structure containing
a real-valued number that represents the current state of the tracked quantity,
and a positive real-valued number representing the current value of the step
size. The tracker interprets a single binary quantity as its input, updating
the current value according to the step size, and automatically adjusting the
latter according to a predetermined rule. The structure is known from pio-
neering works in digital coding of voice signals [39, 59]. Further elaboration
on the subject is found in [153], where the step size adaptation is improved
by introducing a delay and allowing the feedback decision to be based in a
“future” sample. The step size adaptation rules have been employed later in
the context of adaptive ﬁltering by Harris [42], who employs a variable step
size for each coeﬃcient in a modiﬁed LMS ﬁlter. The binary variables for
adaptation are signed gradient estimates, as opposed to 1-bit quantization of
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the error between the quantized and true speech waveform.
More formally, let the real-valued quantity of interest be s(l), the tracked
value sˆ(l), the value at the transmitter sˆt(l) and ∆(l) the step size to be
used on slot l. Let the error between the incoming sample and the current
value of the tracker be esbrvt(l) = s(l)− sˆ(l). We deﬁne auxiliary counters ne
and nd, where ne is the number of consecutive equal signs of esbrvt that have
occurred and nd is the number of consecutive diﬀerent signs. For example, if
sign[esbrvt(l)] = sign[esbrvt(l−1)] 6= sign[esbrvt(l−2)], then ne = 2 and nd = 0.
The tracking performed by the SBRVT is deﬁned as
1. Compute esbrvt(l) = s(l)− sˆ(l).
2. Examine the sign change counters: if sign[esbrvt(l)] equals sign[esbrvt(l)],
increase ne by one and set nd to zero. Otherwise, increase nd by one and set
ne to zero.
3. Apply the step size control: if ne ≥ m1, then set ∆(l+1) to max{αu∆(l),∆max},
where αu > 1 is a ﬁxed parameter. Otherwise, check if nd ≥ m0. If so, then
set ∆(l + 1) to min{αl∆(l),∆min} with αl < 1 ﬁxed beforehand.
4. Do the update: set sˆ(l + 1) to sˆ(l) + sign[esbrvt(l)]∆(l + 1). Encode the
binary decision sign[esbrvt(l)] in the feedback message
5. Transmitter: upon receiving the feedback message, extract the single bit
associated to sign[esbrvt(l)].
6. Transmitter: apply step size control for the transmit-side step size ∆t(l+1).
7. Transmitter: update sˆt(l + 1) to sˆt(l) + sign[esbrvt(l)]∆t(l + 1).
We restrict ourselves to the case of m0 = m1 = 1 for the tracking conﬁgura-
tion. Furthermore, we consider the special case αl = 1/αu for simplicity and
denote αl as α. While it has been shown in [153] that lifting this restriction
can be beneﬁcial in a static case, it is not clear if this beneﬁt is also present
in a tracking scenario.
In the following sections, we will make use of 2NtNr SBRVT structures,
to track the real and imaginary parts of the elements of the channel matrix
H ∈ CNr×Nt . For systems where nb < 2NtNr, not all the trackers can be up-
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dated on a given slot, and a partial update rule is employed, which determines
which trackers receive update information through the feedback message. This
is conceptually similar to partial update ﬁltering [7, 136], where only some co-
eﬃcients of a digital ﬁlter are updated. The partial-update strategy has also
been applied in closed-loop eigenbeamforming [P. IV], [P. III], where the goal
is to enable good tracking of the dominant eigenbeam under limited feedback
conditions.
Let us index the real-valued components of the channel matrix by deﬁning
hj , j = 1 . . . 2NtNr as
hj =

 Re (Hmn) j oddIm (Hmn) j even
m =1 +
⌊
j − 1
2
⌋
mod Nr
n =1 +
⌊
j − 1
2Nr
⌋
(4.2)
that is, the real and imaginary parts of Hmn are listed consecutively, and the
enumeration proceeds along the rows of H, from the leftmost to the rightmost
column.
4.3.2 Convergence of SBRVT on static channels
Given a ﬁxed real-valued quantity to be fed back, the SBRVT mechanism
converges, up to a precision given by the minimum step size parameter. The
following summarizes the convergence analysis presented in[P. VIII].
Let us consider the output of the tracker in response to a ﬁxed input h , drawn
from a known distribution Fh(·). Let hˆ(l) be the output of the algorithm at
update instant l. We say that the algorithm converges to ∆min if there exists
an integer vt > 0 such that ∆(l) ≤ ∆min, ∀l > vt. Without loss of generality,
we assume that h > 0, and therefore the algorithm traces a monotonically
increasing curve until it surpasses the value of h . The following three-branch
function models the rise of the algorithm output under a stream of positive
input bits, which is related to the aforementioned ﬁrst segment of hˆ(·)
q(n) =


n∆min n ≤ m1
m1∆min +
(
1−αn−m1+1
1−α − 1
)
∆min m1 < n ≤ m1 + p
q(m1 + p) + ∆max(n− p−m1) m1 + p < n
p =
⌊
ln
{
∆max
∆min
}
1
ln(α)
⌋
(4.3)
where α = αu = 1/αl.
We characterize the learning curve hˆ(·) by t monotonic segments and t ver-
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tices, where a vertex is a pair v, h(v) deﬁned as
sign{hˆ(v − 1)− hˆ(v)} = sign{hˆ(v + 1)− hˆ(v)} (4.4)
In other words, the curve increases monotonically up to the ﬁrst vertex, after
which the sign of the error changes between vertices, up to vertex vt, after
which the error is bounded by ∆min. In the following, propositions will sum-
marize the results of the analysis.
The following establishes a suﬃcient condition for convergence, assuming
m0 = 1.
Proposition 1. Given a static channel h, a sufficient condition for the SBRVT
algorithm to reach a vertex vt such that ∆(l) ≤ ∆min, l > vt is m1 ≤ ⌈α⌉,
m0 = 1, where α ≡ αu = 1/αl.
Assuming the suﬃcient condition for convergence m1 ≤ ⌈α⌉, m0 = 1, the
location of the ﬁrst vertex can be computed as follows.
Proposition 2. Given a static channel h and the conditions m1 ≤ ⌈α⌉, m0 =
1, the SBRVT algorithm reaches the first vertex at the update time v1 given by
v1 =


⌈
h
∆min
⌉
h ≤ m1∆min
m1 +
⌊
ln
{(
h−m1∆min
∆min
+ 1
)
(α− 1) + 1
}
1
ln(α)
⌋
m1∆min < h < q(m1 + p)
m1 + p+
⌈
h−q(m1+p)
∆max
⌉
q(m1 + p) < h
(4.5)
where the function q(·) and the number p are given in (4.3).
Now, the number of vertices and their locations can be determined. This
gives the convergence time.
Proposition 3. The number of vertices t such that ∆(l) ≤ ∆min, l > vt is
t =


1 h ≤ m1∆min
v1 −m1 m1∆min < h < q(m1 + p)⌈
ln
{
∆max
∆min
}
1
ln(α)
⌉
q(m1 + p) < h
(4.6)
Furthermore, the vertices and their associated outputs are
vi = vi−1 +
⌈
ri−1
s
⌉
ri =
∣∣∣∣ri−1 −
⌈
ri−1
s
⌉
s
∣∣∣∣ i = 2, . . . , t
r1 = q(v1)− h , s = max(∆0/α
i−1,∆min) hˆ(vi) = h + (−1)
i+1ri
∆0 =


∆min h ≤ m1∆min
∆minα
v1−m1 m1∆min < h < q(m1 + p)
∆max q(m1 + p) < h
(4.7)
with v1 computed from (4.5) and q(·), p defined in (4.3).
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Figure 4.1. Expected convergence time for single-bit real-valued trackers in real-valued
static channels as a function of α. The upper bound is computed according
to (4.8), with Gaussian distributed channels of zero mean and variance 0.5.
To conclude the analysis in static channels, we give an upper-bound for the
convergence time, and the expected value of this bound, assuming that the
cumulative distribution function (CDF) is known.
Proposition 4. The convergence time is upper-bounded by N(h) = 1 + vt ≤
1+v1+⌈α⌉(t−1). Given a symmetric PDF of h with CDF Fh(·), the expected
value of the convergence time bound is given by
∫ ∞
−∞
N(x)fh(x)dx ≤2
m1∑
i=1
(i+ 1){Fh [i∆min]− Fh [(i− 1)∆min]}
+ 2
p∑
i=1
[i(m1 + 1) + 1]{Fh [g2(i)]− Fh [g2(i− 1)]}
+ 2[(p+ 1)(m1 + 1) + 1]{Fh [q(m1 + p)]− Fh [g2(p)]}
+ 2
∞∑
i=1
[i+m1(p+ 1) + p+ 1]{Fh [g3(i)]− Fh [g3(i− 1)]}
g2(i) =m1∆min +
∆mine
(i+1) ln(α) − α∆min
α− 1
g3(i) =i∆max + q(m1 + p)
(4.8)
with the auxiliary function and number q(·), p defined in (4.3).
Note that the inﬁnite summation term can be safely truncated in many cases
at a value imax such that Fh [g3(imax)] ≈ 1. Care is needed in case of heavy-
tailed distributions such as the Cauchy-Lorentz distribution. An example of
the expected convergence time is shown in Fig. 4.1 for the case of h being
Gaussian-distributed with zero mean and variance 0.5.
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4.3.3 Sequential partial update channel feedback (SPUCF)
The simplest partial-update rule is based on a round-robin update of the track-
ers, depending on the number of available feedback bits. This ﬁxed sequence
is known at transmitter and receiver, and therefore the feedback message does
not need to identify the trackers for which the update bits are intended.
Let I represent the index of the tracker that was updated last in the previous
slot. The current update considers nb trackers with indices
{1 + (I + n) mod 2NrNt}
nb
n=1
which implements a circular list from which nb elements are read at the time.
In case nb is allowed to be larger than 2NtNr, the update becomes ⌊nb/(2NtNr)⌋
full updates, followed by a partial update of nb mod 2NtNr trackers. This re-
sembles a step in data reuse ﬁltering [90], and constitutes an alternative for
scenarios where a partial-update does not provide suﬃcient tracking perfor-
mance.
4.3.4 Ranked partial update channel feedback (RPUCF)
The performance of the SPUCF mechanism deteriorates whenever the eﬀective
time between tracker updates compromises the tracking ability of the SBRVT
structures. The associated eﬀective tracker update frequency is approximately
ftr ≈ fb
⌊
nb
2NtNr
⌋
in other words, a given tracker belongs to a group of nb trackers that is updated
once every 2NtNr/nb slots if the ratio is an integer number.
One interpretation of the performance degradation mechanism is that errors
accumulate in the trackers because the ratio of ftr to the fading rate is not
high enough. While we assume that the autocorrelation function of all the
elements of H is the same, this does not imply that a given time all the
channel coeﬃcients have exactly the same variation rate (the average variation
rate is assumed to be the same, though). This suggests that at a given update
instance, some trackers have larger error than others, and should be updated
before those with smaller mismatch. This leads to the idea of a selective update
of the trackers, which consists of a tracker ranking, followed by a partial-
update. The resulting method is called the ranked partial-update channel
feedback (RPUCF). Another view is to consider the trackers as a real-valued
adaptive ﬁlter, where the ﬁlter coeﬃcients with larger lag are prioritized for
update.
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A simple metric for ranking is the squared error of the tracker, where the
error is the diﬀerence between the true value and the current value of the
tracker. It must be noted, however, that due to the distributed nature of the
tracking, it is not possible to update the nb highest ranked trackers with nb
feedback bits. Doing so would require ⌈log2
(2NrNt
nb
)
⌉ bits for signaling which
trackers are to be updated, along with nb information bits with the update
information.
To keep the signaling overhead controlled, the choice of trackers to be up-
dated is limited to choosing among Ng groups of Ntr trackers. The feedback
message is therefore composed of Ntr update bits and ⌈log2Ng⌉ bits denot-
ing the chosen group. Let the Ng groups be represented by a set {cn ∈
{0, 1}2NtNr×1}
Ng
n=1 of binary vectors with Hamming weight Ntr, where the non-
zero entries of vector cn indicate the trackers that are to be updated, should
the group n be chosen.
The group error is chosen as a ranking criterion, and is deﬁned as
en =
2NtNr∑
m=1
(hm − hˆm)
2δ(1, cn,m) , n = 1, . . . , Ng (4.9)
where cn,m is the elementm of cn and δ(·, ·) is one if both arguments are equal,
and zero otherwise.
The RPUCF algorithm proceeds then as follows:
1. The receiver ranks theNg groups by computing the errors {en}
Ng
n=1 from (4.9).
2. The group n∗ is chosen, which has the largest error. The group index is
binary encoded in the feedback message b.
3. The receiver computes the updates for the trackers in group n∗ and encodes
them in b.
4. The transmitter retrieves n∗ and the update bits from b, and applies the
update to the trackers in group n∗.
An alternative metric is the error after update, which consists of the error
in the trackers after an hypothetical update. This is conceptually similar to
the ranked partial-update eigenbeamforming presented in [P. IV], where the
received power after the update is used as a ranking metric. Whether the
increased complexity provides a signiﬁcant beneﬁt for the channel feedback
problem, is a topic for further research.
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The choice of nb, Ntr and Ng is system dependent. On one hand, very short
feedback messages may not allow for any signaling overhead. On the other, in-
creasing the antenna array sizes increases the eﬀective time between updates,
which increases the likelihood of the round-robin update missing the most
critical tracker updates. A ﬁnal consideration is that too large signaling over-
head decreases the performance of RPUCF compared to SPUCF. Indeed, it is
possible to ﬁnd settings where using nb = ⌈log2
(2NrNt
Ntr
)
⌉+Ntr performs worse
than SPUCF at the same feedback rate. In this thesis, ﬁnding sets {cn}
Ng
n=1
of Ng binary vectors yielding good performance for some antenna array sizes
and feedback frequency has been done by numerical search procedures. We
consider sets of binary vectors of size 2NtNr with “large” minimum Hamming
distance, and choose according to the resulting distribution of the total error
e(k) as deﬁned in (4.1). The requirement for a large minimum Hamming dis-
tance is justiﬁed intuitively by the fact that each group should represent a set
of trackers as diﬀerent as possible from the others, and thus provide a selec-
tion range close to the case of “genie-aided” signaling of the highest ranked
Ntr trackers. This problem resembles a binary vector quantization problem.
An example of the improved tracking performance due to the ranked partial
update is shown in Fig. 4.2, where an Nt = Nr = 4 matrix is tracked us-
ing feedback message frequency fb = 1500 Hz and each message carrying 13
bits, with a carrier frequency of 2.1 GHz and a mobile speed of 3 km/h. The
reference is taken as the perfect ranking for the update of Ntr = 8 trackers
per feedback message, which requires ⌈log2
(32
8
)
⌉ + 8 = 32 bits per feedback
channel use.
4.3.5 Computational complexity
In the following, we give a brief outline of the computational complexity of the
SPUCF and RPUCF, in comparison with that of a solution based on PVQ on
the NtNr × 1 vectorized channel.
The computational complexity of the SPUCF algorithm equals nb times the
computational complexity of the update of one tracker. This can be consid-
ered a ﬁxed complexity, which is furthermore low. Based on the description
in Section 4.3.1, we have a) error sign calculation: one real-valued subtraction,
and b) automatic step size control: update the counters ne, no (two real-valued
additions), increase or decrease the step size ∆(l) and compare to the bounds
(one real-value multiplication, one real-valued subtraction). Thus, the compu-
tational complexity is O(nb), where in general nb < NtNr. In case of RPUCF,
the cost can be larger, as the error and step size control have to be evaluated
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Figure 4.2. Channel tracking error performance of partial update channel feedback algo-
rithm: sequential versus ranked PU operating at 13 bits per feedback channel
use in SU-MIMO with Nt = Nr = 4 i.i.d. channels and mobile speed of 3 km/h.
The ranked version employs 5 bits for signaling the trackers to be updated, and
the perfect ranking reference for the case of eight trackers per update has a
feedback requirement of 32 bits per feedback message.
for NgNtr trackers.
On the other hand, the complexity of a PVQ scheme operating on a vector-
ized channel has two main components (c.f., e.g., [25]):
• Calculation of the predicted channel vector. This is the cost of one or more
(up to the predictor order) matrix-vector multiplications, with sizes NtNr,
i.e., O(N2t N
2
r )
• The quantization of the NtNr × 1 residue. This depends on the codeword
selection strategy and the codebook size, which is 2nb .
Therefore, it is clear that SPUCF has a lower complexity than a PVQ-based
approach. On the other hand, it is likely that the performance of SPUCF
and RPUCF will deteriorate faster with increasing mobile speeds and antenna
array sizes, compared to higher computational-complexity PVQ schemes op-
erating at the same feedback rate.
4.4 Connections to closed-loop eigenbeamforming
This section presents channel feedback algorithms based on single-beam eigen-
beamforming methods. This approach decouples the channel feedback prob-
lem into scalar feedback and vector feedback problems. For the ﬁrst problem,
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the tracking can be performed with the single-bit SBRVT technique of Sec-
tion 4.3.1. For the second, on the other hand, any closed-loop eigenbeamform-
ing can be used, but special care needs to be taken for the cases where the
phase ambiguity of the dominant eigenbeam is exploited.
Let the normalized vectorized channel h˜ ∈ CNtNr×1 and its norm n
h˜
> 0 be
h˜ ,
vec(H)
||H||F
, n
h˜
, ||H||2F (4.10)
where vec(·) converts the argument to a single column vector by stacking the
columns vertically.
The norm of the channel is tracked with a SBRVT structure, as any of the
coeﬃcients hj of Section 4.3.1.
Let the tracked version of h˜ be ˆ˜h. Several alternatives exist to implement
the closed-loop tracking:
1. Deﬁne a pseudo channel correlation matrix R , h˜h˜†, whose dominant
eigenvector can be written as ejθh˜, θ ∈ R. This approach requires to compen-
sate for the factor ejθ, so that the transmitter can compute h˜t = e
jαt ˆ˜h ≈ h˜,
where αt is the transmit side version of the phase correction term deﬁned as
α = − arg(h˜† ˆ˜h). The SBRVT structure can be used to track α with single-
bit feedback messages. The closed-loop eigenbeamforming algorithms apply
directly to R, for example the contributions described in Section 3.3.
2. Employ stochastic perturbations to track h˜. The receiver generates 2nb per-
turbations around ˆ˜h, and chooses the one closest in Euclidean norm to h˜.
The perturbed vectors can be generated for example through premultiplica-
tion with matrix exponentials (c.f. Section 3.4.2) or by adding perturbation
vectors and normalizing, as in [14].
The performance of the proposed channel feedback algorithms is illustrated
by comparing the BER performance of MU-MIMO solutions with perfect CSIT
and that of imperfect CSIT provided by the channel feedback mechanisms.
Figure 4.3 shows the case of Nu = 2 users, each with two receive antennas,
and a transmitter employing Nt = 4 transmit antennas to send one stream
of 16-QAM symbols to each user. The carrier frequency is 2.1 GHz and both
receivers are assumed to move at 3 km/h and have the same SNR conditions.
The MU-MIMO solutions are the block diagonalization (BD) scheme of [118]
and a recursion minimizing the total BER obtained from the SINRs given
by (3.5). The CSIT is provided by the SPUCF algorithm of Section 4.3.3 and
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Figure 4.3. BER performance of Nu = 2 users in Nt = 4, Nr = 2 MU-MIMO at 3 km/h
with nb = 7 bits per feedback message per user. “BD” denotes the block
diagonalization technique of [118] and “BER-IRC, orth” minimizes the average
BER based on the SINRs from (3.5), with orthonormal precoder W. “SPUCF”
is the method proposed in Section 4.3.3. “Vect-ch-expm” denotes channel
feedback of the vectorized channel by means of perturbations through matrix
exponentials, as described in Section 4.4.
the vectorized channel matrix of (4.10), when matrix exponentials are used as
described in (II) above, with a single bit used to track the norm n
h˜
from (4.10).
Both schemes send seven feedback bits per slot. It is seen that the perfor-
mance degradation due to the channel feedback mechanisms is not signiﬁcant
for uncoded BER levels above 0.01. At higher mobile speeds, however, the
performance degradation can be signiﬁcant and MU-MIMO based on SPUCF
may perform worse than MU-MIMO based on a vectorized channel. This
can be alleviated in some scenarios, where more eﬃcient recursive methods
can be designed. For example, when only one stream per user is transmitted
Nb = Nu, a decentralized weight recursion avoiding explicit channel feedback
can be used. This contribution of the thesis is described in Section 5.2.
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5. Limited-feedback MU-MIMO
methods
Multiuser MIMO techniques aim to increase the spectral eﬃciency of the com-
munications system by transmitting to more than one user, over the same fre-
quency and time period. In TDD systems, the required CSIT can be acquired
through feedback links, as described in Chapter 4.
Multiuser multiplexing techniques utilizing spatial ﬁltering techniques can
be classiﬁed as linear and non-linear precoding techniques. This chapter gives
an introduction to both types of solutions. Thereafter, the contribution of the
thesis to limited-feedback linear precoding MU-MIMO with linear receivers is
described: we propose a decentralized solution where the feedback is used to
adjust each user’s access point transmit weights, rather than to transmit the
channel matrix or a related orthogonal matrix.
5.1 Overview of existing methods
5.1.1 Linear precoding full-CSI MU-MIMO techniques
This section reviews some existing linear precoding techniques for MU-MIMO.
These algorithms are of practical interest because they typically have low
computational complexity requirements for the mobile receiver, which can
employ linear ﬁlters to process the received signals.
In a MU-MIMO scenario, the transmitter employs the precoding matrix to
separate the streams transmitted to the Nu receivers. For each user i, the
signals intended for users m 6= i form a disturbance signal known as multiuser
interference (MUI). LetMUIi denote the MUI that aﬀects the signal intended
for user i. This can be written as
MUIi(k) = Hi(k)

∑
m6=i
Wm(l)xm(k)

 i = 1 . . . Nu, l = k mod L (5.1)
where Nu is the number of users and L is the number of symbol periods per
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slot. In the following, we discuss how the MUI is mitigated by diﬀerent MU-
MIMO solutions.
The MMSE-based solutions, for example, consider the MUI as additional
noise that depends on the precoders, but do not treat it separately from the
thermal Gaussian noise. Given knowledge of the channel matrices Hi and the
noise levels σ2i , the precoding matrix and the receive ﬁlters Ωi can be designed
to optimize a certain criterion, e.g., the sum-MMSE which is given by
Nu∑
i=1
E
{
||xi −Ω
†
iyi||
2
}
=
Nu∑
i=1
E
{
||(I−Ω†iHiWi)xi −Ω
†
in
′
i||
2
}
(5.2)
where n′i from (2.2) includes the MUI and depends explicitly on the precoding
and channel matrices. Optimization techniques can be applied to minimize
a function of the per-user MSEs (e.g., the sum-MSE or a weighted sum of
them). All of these approaches arrive at a solution by means of iterative
algorithms. Typically only the precoder design is addressed, since the optimal
combiners Ωi are the linear MMSE receivers for the channel HiWi, with the
noise including the MUI [12, 155]. When using downlink formulations such
as (5.2), the optimization variables (the precoder matrices) are tightly coupled
and the iterations may converge to local minima [12, 155]. On the other hand,
formulations based on the downlink (broadcast) and uplink (multiple access
channel) duality [37, 84] can avoid this ambiguity and iteratively obtain the
true MMSE solution, see for example [84, 111].
Other approaches consider the MUI more explicitly in the precoder design.
For example, Spencer’s sum-capacity Block Diagonalization (BD) scheme [118]
decouples the system into Nu SU-MIMO subsystems. The precoders are de-
signed in a factored fashion: one term nulls the MUI towards other users, and
the other optimizes the MIMO transmission of the own SU-MIMO subsys-
tem. The precoders are expressed as Wi = Wi,aWi,bDi, with Di a diagonal
matrix with positive entries, which balances powers between the streams and
constrains the average transmitted power. The ﬁrst term is an orthonormal
matrix such that the MUI from (5.1) is nulled:
Hm6=iWi,a = 0
The other factors are chosen to optimize the own channel after the separation
factor has been applied, that is Wi,bDi can be designed like a SU-MIMO
precoder for the channel HiWi,a.
It is known that the null-MUI or zero-forcing condition imposes a perfor-
mance penalty, specially at low to medium SNR conditions. For example,
SNR-dependent solutions like the MMSE precoders of [12] can vastly outper-
form the BD. On the other hand, however, the BD solution lends itself to
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limited-feedback implementation by means of orthonormal matrices. Indeed,
any feedback method for closed-loop eigenbeamforming can be used for feeding
back an orthonormal basis for the null space of the own channel matrix Hi.
Full-CSI MU-MIMO work derived from the BD can be found in the Regular-
ized Block Diagonalization (RBD) [120], which optimizes the precoders while
taking into account both the MUI and the SNR conditions.
Earlier work by Peel proposed and analyzed the idea of inverting the channel
at the precoding stage in MU-MISO systems [94]. Consider the case Nr = 1
and let Hp = [h1 . . .hNu ]
T be the matrix containing the MISO channels of all
the users. The ZF precoder then uses the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse [38]
of Hp to form the transmitted signal. For example, if Nt > Nu the received
signals are
Hp
[
1
x†(HpH
†
p)−1x
H†p(HpH
†
p)
−1
]
x+ n =
1
x†(HpH
†
p)−1x
x+ n
which shows the well-known SINR degradation in case of minimum eigenvalue
of Hp. Furthermore, Peel showed that for Nt = Nu, the capacity of this
channel inversion scheme does not scale up with Nt.
One way to improve the performance is to use the regularized channel inver-
sion, where the precoder becomes
1
x†(HpH
†
p + αINu)
−1x
H†p(HpH
†
p + αINu)
−1
for some α > 0
This overcomes the aforementioned capacity ﬂoor for growing Nt, and im-
proves the performance signiﬁcantly [94] even though the MUI is now not
zero.
5.1.2 Non-linear precoding full-CSI MU-MIMO techniques
Non-linear precoding techniques can outperform the linear precoding coun-
terparts, similarly to non-linear receiver techniques outperforming the linear
ones ([64], Ch. 20). One line of research in this area stems from an Informa-
tion Theory result by Costa [24] known as the “dirty paper coding” (DPC)
theorem. The other follows the works of Tomlinson [128] and Harashima [41],
who devised transmission strategies to pre-equalize intersymbol interference
(ISI) in early digital transmission lines.
Costa showed that the capacity of an additive Gaussian channel does not
change due to the presence of an interfering signal, as long as the transmit-
ter has perfect non-causal knowledge of it. Furthermore, his paper suggested
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that the transmitter should adapt its signal to the interference, instead of at-
tempting to cancel the interfering signal explicitly. Indeed, the transmitted
signal is computed as an auxiliary signal minus a fraction of the known inter-
ference, where the auxiliary signal is computed based on the input signal and
the interference, so that the transmitter output is approximately orthogonal
to the known interference. This has inspired successive encoding transmission
schemes, where signals for diﬀerent users are encoded in a given order, and
each signal can be adapted to those that have been encoded before - very
much like DPC system: the previously encoded signals are interference for
the one currently being encoded. For a given encoding order π1, . . . , πNu and
transmitted vectors s1, . . . , sNu with positive semi deﬁnite covariance matrices
Ri = E
{
sis
†
i
}
, the achievable rates are [37]
Rπk = log2
|I+Hπk(
∑
j≥kRπj )H
†
πk
|
|I+Hπk(
∑
j>kRπj )H
†
πk |
k = 1, . . . , Nu
where the noise is assumed to have unit variance per component and the
total transmit power is constrained to be tr {R1 +R2 + . . .} ≤ P . Due to
non-concavity and non-convexity of the expression above, the capacity region
can be found a) by exhaustive search over the space of covariance matrices
that meet the power constraint or b) by exploiting the duality between the
broadcast and the multiple-access channels [37]. An extensive literature on
the Information Theory aspects of the MU-MIMO channel exists, see, e.g., [20,
135].
Tomlinson-Harashima precoding, on the other hand, employs interference
pre-subtraction in conjunction with modular arithmetic. The transmitted sig-
nal can be viewed as the data signal, plus the known interference and pertur-
bation vector that can be removed at the receiver through modular arithmetic.
Connections between DPC and THP can be established, see for example [30]
and the references therein. The order of the user encoding is important in
both schemes.
The independent original work by Tomlinson [128] and Harashima [41] solved
the problem of transmit pre-equalization of the ISI. The idea is to presubtract
the ISI of the transmitted signal, to yield an overall SISO channel transfer
function of unity. This assumes that the channel can be modeled as a linear
time invariant ﬁlter and that the transmitter has perfect knowledge of the ﬁlter
characteristics. The transmit power is controlled by the usage of a modulo
device at both transmitter and receiver. At the transmitter, the device adds
an integer multiple of the modulo parameter, to keep the signal within nominal
ranges. This shift, unknown to the receiver, is eliminated after the modulo
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Figure 5.1. System model for the original work of Tomlinson (above) and Harashima (be-
low) for pre-equalization of ISI in early digital modems. A(z) represents the Z
transform of the discrete-time input data signal, C(f) and F (f) represent the
Fourier transform of the channel and feedback filters. M(·) represents the mod-
ulo devices introduced to constraint the output power after the presubtraction
of the inter-symbol interference.
device has been applied to the received signal, provided that the noise does
not push the signal across the non-linear boundaries of the modulo function.
The systems of Tomlinson and Harashima are depicted in Fig. 5.1
The TH principles can be applied to the MU-MIMO case. The basic idea
is that the vectors for diﬀerent users are encoded sequentially, and the in-
terference from the previously encoded data is presubtracted. Therefore, the
encoding order is of paramount importance. Indeed, the users with the weakest
channels should be encoded towards the end, so that they experience smaller
MUI. The precoders can be designed by iterative duality-based algorithms
such as those in [83]. Explicit designs for the case of MU-MISO can be found
in [64], Ch. 20. The system model for THP MU-MIMO in downlink is de-
picted in Fig. 5.2. The modulo devices Mτ (·) play a very important role in
this scheme, as they prevent the transmit power to grow uncontrolled and they
further randomize the transmitted signal vectors vi [64, 83].
Consider a two-user case with ordering π1 = 1 and π2 = 2. In this case, user
1 will suﬀer from MUI due to the signal intended for user 2, depending on
how much the precoder decouples the transmission for each user. Intuitively,
the pre-subtraction adds one more degree of freedom, since the MUI suﬀered
by user 2 needs not to be cancelled by the linear precoding. Let Mτ (·) denote
the modulo device and be deﬁned as in (5.4). The symbol vector estimate for
user 2 reads:
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xˆ2 =Mτ
(
Ω
†
2H2W2v2 +Ω
†
2H2W1v1 + ν2
)
=Mτ
(
Ω
†
2H2W2Mτ (x2 −Ω
†
2H2W1v1) +Ω
†
2H2W1v1 + ν2
)
=Mτ
(
G2x2 + (I−G2)Ω
†
2H2W1v1 +G2a2 + ν2
)
=Mτ
(
G2x2 + a2 + ν
′
2
)
, ν ′2 = (I−G2)Ω
†
2H2W1v1 + ν2 + (G2 − I)a2
(5.3)
where G2 = Ω
†
2H2W2, a2 = τ(a2r + ja2i) is the term added by the modulo
device at the transmitter with a2r,a2i integer vectors, and v1,v2 are the output
of the modulo-τ devices, as illustrated in Fig. 5.2.
It can be seen from (5.3) that the presubtraction of the MUI contributed by
the ﬁrst user is only fully eﬀective if I = G2 = Ω
†
2H2W2. It is also clear that
the modulo device at the receiver experiences additional noise in case I 6= G2.
Both Tomlinson and Harashima described the modulo device as adding or
subtracting an integer multiple of the modulus parameter, so that the result
lies within given bounds. The function is commonly deﬁned in literature as [46,
64]
Mτ (s) := s−
⌊
s
τ
+
1
2
⌋
τ (5.4)
and it is therefore clear that if |s| < τ/2, then Mτ (s+mτ) = s when m is an
integer. However, if noise ǫ is added to s, then Mτ (s + ǫ + mτ) = s + ǫ as
long as ǫ ∈ [−min(s) − τ/2, τ/2 − max(s)). Larger noise samples will cause
an error of absolute value at most equal to τ .
With this in mind, let us assume that the entries of G2x2 have real and
imaginary parts still within [−τ/2, τ/2), and similarly the I/Q parts of the
components of ν2 are within [−smin− τ/2, τ/2−smax). Here, smin, smax repre-
sent the minimum and maximum value of the real and imaginary parts of the
symbol constellation entries. Therefore, the symbol vector estimate from (5.3)
becomes
xˆ2 = G2x2 + ν
′
2
In contrast, user one does not beneﬁt from MUI-presubtraction. Its signal
vector estimate reads:
xˆ1 =Mτ
(
Ω
†
1H1W1v1 +Ω
†
1H1W2v2 + ν1
)
=Mτ
(
Ω
†
1H1W1x1 +Ω
†
1H1W2Mτ (x2 −Ω
†
2H2W1v1) + ν1
)
=Mτ (G1x1 +C1,2x2 −C1,2C2,1x1 +C1,2a2 + ν1)
=Mτ ((G1 −C1,2C2,1)x1 +C1,2(x2 + a2) + ν1)
(5.5)
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where G1 = Ω
†
1H1W1, C1,2 = Ω
†
1H1W2 and C2,1 = Ω
†
2H2W1. In this case,
the MUI could include a term in the own signal vector x1. However, the MUI
towards user one can be cancelled with the precoder, i.e., C1,2 = 0. Since
the presubtraction is used, using the precoder to cancel the MUI of user one
towards user two is not necessary. This gives additional degrees of freedom in
choosing the precoders.
Hochwald [46], on the other hand, proposed a deterministic perturbation
to the data vector in conjunction with the modulo devices, thus extending
the MU-MISO work from [94]. The perturbation can be applied to both the
channel inversion or regularized channel inversion precoder described in Sec-
tion 5.1.1. This perturbation is selected to balance the received SINRs, taking
into account the small singular values of the inverse channel. The perturbation
takes the form of a vector with integer multiples of a certain number τ > 0
which can then be removed at the receivers by applying the modulo-τ opera-
tion. For example, the received signal in the case of the perturbation and the
inversion precoder is
1
(x+ τℓ)†(HpH
†
p)−1(x+ τℓ)
x+ η
where the complex-valued integer vector ℓ is designed to minimize the term
(x + τℓ)†(HpH
†
p)
−1(x + τℓ) and maximize the SINRs, and η is the Gaussian
noise after the modulo device.
The perturbation is thus chosen jointly for all the users and it is unknown to
the receivers. The use of modular arithmetic at the receivers allows to discard
the perturbation vector, as long as the noise levels do not to push the received
signal over the non-linear boundaries of the modulo functions (see [46] for
details). The perturbation vector depends on the data vector and needs to
be found numerically for each channel use. Since the perturbation cannot
be expressed as a linear combination of the data symbols, the transmission
scheme is non-linear. The search over integer vectors can be done with a
“sphere encoder” algorithm, for example based on [47]. Hochwald mentions
the possibility to apply lattices as in [30] and related work, but this is not
explored.
While it is known that the non-linear precoding techniques can yield large
performance advantage over linear precoding schemes under full-CSI assump-
tions, the performance in presence of imperfect CSI can deteriorate severely.
Several aspects of this performance deterioration have been studied in the
available literature, and eﬀorts have been made to overcome these shortcom-
ings. For example, [82] analyzes the impact of imperfect CSI on the per-
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Figure 5.2. System model for Tomlinson-Harashima precoding applied to MU-MIMO by
Mezghani et al. [83].
formance of the vector perturbation technique [46], and proposes a variation
which is eﬀective even in the case of ﬁnite dynamic ranges at the receivers.
5.1.3 Existing limited-feedback MU-MIMO techniques
The solutions described in the previous sections are designed under the as-
sumption that the transmitter knows the channel matrices of all the users
perfectly. In FDD systems, the quality of the CSI is limited by the feedback
channel characteristics and the fading rates.
One type of limited-feedback MU-MIMO found in literature is based on the
BD and its variations. Indeed, the minimum requirement for implementing BD
is that each user feeds back an orthonormal matrix which is an approximation
of the null-space basis of its channel matrix [118]. Another possibility is to
vectorize and normalize each channel matrix and feed back quantized versions
of the NtNr-size vectors. This has the advantage of preserving some power
information in the form of power ratio between receive antennas, but it loses
the relative SNR conditions among the users because of the normalization
step. Rate analysis show that for static codebooks, the codebook size must
be proportional to the SNR, in order to avoid error and capacity ﬂoors [99,
116]. Alternatively, recursive structures can be implemented, as long as the
channel coherence time allows for convergence and tracking. One possibility
is to design hierarchical codebook structures [67]. Other possibilities include
switched codebooks [86] and rotation and scaling adaptive codebooks [97].
Based on the opportunistic beamforming scheme [134], another codebook-
based solution for single stream per user is presented in [129]. This is used
in combination with scheduling. Each receiver feeds back both a chosen code-
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book vector and the expected SINR that would be obtained with the chosen
precoding vector. The receiver does not know which vectors the other users
would choose and therefore can only compute an expected SINR, given the
other vectors in the codebook. In this case, the receive ﬁlter is computed to op-
timize the SINR, and the transmitter does not need to know it. This approach
can be extended as a hierarchical codebook, to exploit temporal correlation of
the channels.
Another limited-feedback MU-MIMO scheme is the per user unitary rate
control (PU2RC) [66]. This is based on a unitary precoder and a scheduling
algorithm. In a related scheme [65], the receivers feed back a chosen unitary
matrix from a codebook, a chosen column index within the matrix and the
expected SINR. This paper studies the codebook design problem for such a
system.
Currently, the most advanced MU-MIMO precoding in the 3GPP FDD-LTE
standard (up to release ten) is the zero-forcing precoder (similar to the BD
technique [118]). This is furthermore based on the SU-MIMO static code-
books for four and eight transmit antennas. Thus, recursive channel feedback
techniques or more sophisticated MU-MIMO solutions could still provide en-
hanced performance for future releases of the standard.
5.2 Contribution: decentralized limited-feedback MU-MIMO
solution
In the following, we use the term “centralized solutions” to represent any MU-
MIMO solution solely computed by the transmitter, and which is computed
with either full or partial CSI. In contrast, the proposed algorithm in [P. IX]
is a decentralized solution, where the transmitter is used as an information
exchange node. The solution is tailored for the case of a single stream per
user, makes use of the D-JAC algorithm of Section 3.3.4 as means of tracking
the optimal beamforming vectors of each user.
The proposed decentralized alternating optimization distributed Jacobi (DAO-
D-JAC) algorithm is based on a variation of the alternating optimization
(AO) [18] technique. In AO, an iterative optimization is done by grouping
the variables into groups, and solving a single cost function alternately for
each group, while treating the others as constants. The central idea in the
DAO-D-JAC is to operate in cycles: the receivers determine their beamform-
ing vectors to maximize their own SINR, and the transmitter implements the
changes. The procedure is called decentralized because each receiver cannot
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include the SINRs of the other users into the optimization. Thus, there is no
single objective function as in the case of AO. This implies that the conver-
gence properties need to be analyzed separately.
The receivers may employ the IRC ﬁlter from (2.5). In the following, we
assume that the same power is allocated to each user, and without loss of
generality set E
{
|xi(k)|
2
}
= P = 1, i = 1, . . . , Nu. Given the channel matrices
Hi and the noise powers σ
2
i , the SINRs of each user are
γi(k, l) = w
†
i (l)[H
†
i (k)Q
−1
i (k, l)Hi(k)]wi(l) (5.6)
with the covariance matrices Qi(k, l) reﬂecting the intra-cell interference and
the thermal noise:
Qi(k, l) =
∑
m6=i
Hi(k)wm(l)w
†
m(l)H
†
i (k) + σ
2
i INr (5.7)
Furthermore, a low-pass ﬁltered covariance matrix is deﬁned slot-wise (k =
lL− 1) as
Q˜i(l) = (1− ǫ)Q˜i(l − 1) + ǫQˆi(lL− 1, l)
Q˜i(0) = INr , ǫ ∈ [0, 1)
(5.8)
with Qˆ(lL− 1, l) an estimate of Qi(lL− 1, l) deﬁned in (5.7) and ǫ ∈ [0, 1) a
parameter controlling the ﬁlter memory.
The DAO-D-JAC is summarized in Table 5.1.
Static channel simulations show that the algorithm converges for small sys-
tems, e.g., two users with two receive antennas each, and four transmit anten-
nas. However, increasing the number of users to four shows that the DAO-
D-JAC is suboptimal when compared to an MMSE solution. Nevertheless,
the strength of the algorithm is that the limited-feedback implementation re-
quires tracking only one Nt-size vector per user, as opposed to feeding back the
Nr ×Nt channel matrix or the orthonormal basis of the channel’s null-space.
Estimation errors for the covariance matrices have not been studied, as they
are implementation-dependent. This can be circumvented if the users track the
weights of the other users through the forwarded angles, so that the structured
part of Qi(k, l) can be computed exactly at each receiver.
The performance of the proposed decentralized MU-MIMO solution is shown
in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 in a system with Nu = 2, Nt = 4, Nr = 2, nb = 6, fb = 1500
Hz, with carrier frequency 2.1 GHz. Figure 5.3 shows that the DAO-D-JAC
performs comparably to the full-CSI RBD and outperforms limited-feedback
RBD implementations, specially the existing codebook-based channel feed-
back [116]. It is also shown that the 7-bit static codebook of [116] performs
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Table 5.1. Pseudo-code for the DAO-D-JAC algorithm. This process occurs at the end of
each slot l > 0. “U. i” denotes processing at the ith receiver, “Tx.” denotes
processing at the transmitter.
U. i: SetH = Hi(lL−1), the most recent
channel sample
U. i: Set Qˆ(lL − 1, l) to the most recent
estimate of Qi(lL− 1, l)
U. i: Set Q˜ to the updated ﬁltered covari-
ance matrix Q˜i(l) from (5.8)
U. i: compute R = H†Q˜−1H
U. i: For each rotor in the update: com-
pute the angle pair (α, β) based on
R and the receive-side auxiliary ma-
trix Φi, as in the D-JAC algorithm.
Update Φi and the own weights wi.
Quantize (α, β) and include it in the
feedback message bi(l)
Tx. : For each rotor in the update of user
i: retrieve (α, β) from bi(l), as-
semble the corresponding Givens ro-
tor J1,qi . Update the transmit-side
Φi(l),wi(l) as in the D-JAC algo-
rithm.
worse than a 6-bit, two-layer nested codebook (c.f. the hierarchical code-
books described in Section 3.2.2) designed with the same distortion function.
Both codebook-based solutions are outperformed by recursive channel feed-
back schemes based on closed-loop eigenbeamforming (c.f. Section 4.4) op-
erating at nb = 6 bits per message. Note that the norm of the vectorized
channel is not fed back, to keep the schemes consistent with [116]. The per-
formance degradation as a function of the mobile speed is given in Fig. 5.4.
It can be seen that the eﬀect of the ﬁlter is signiﬁcant only at high SNRs,
and that the proposed DAO-D-JAC performs signiﬁcantly better than the
eigenbeamforming-based channel feedback methods, as the mobile speed in-
creases.
The feedback error compensation mechanism of Section 2.4.1 can be used
when the transmitter forwards the rotor angles of each user. In this case, the
receiver detects when a feedback error has occurred, reverts the previous up-
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Figure 5.3. Performance of decentralized MU-MIMO with Nu = 2, Nt = 4, Nr = 2, nb = 6
in i.i.d. Rayleigh at mobile speed of 3 km/h.
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Figure 5.4. BER performance of DAO-D-JAC as a function of mobile speed
date and applies an update with a rotor built upon the forwarded angles. This
keeps the transmit and receive version of the beamforming weights synchro-
nized, but introduces random perturbations in the convergence and tracking
of the alternating optimization algorithm. The proposed DAO-D-JAC can
operate under moderate error rates in the feedback link. For example, the
performance for uncoded BER levels of 10% is practically unchanged when
the feedback link has an error rate of 1%, and becomes similar to that of the
two-layer nested codebook without feedback errors (c.f. Fig. 5.3), when the
feedback error rate is 10%.
Finally, we note that as a MU-MIMO solution in static channels, the DAO-D-
JAC yields suboptimal performance in terms of SINRs compared to a solution
optimizing the sum-MMSE deﬁned in (5.2), in the two and four users case
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with Nt = 4 and Nr = 2 antennas per user. Furthermore, this loss is larger in
the case of four users. For more details, please refer to [P. IX]. We also note
that the MMSE-based solution outperforms the RBD in both cases. Neverthe-
less, as a limited-feedback MU-MIMO mechanism, the proposed DAO-D-JAC
provides BER performance advantage compared to the RBD technique with
CSIT based on static and two-layer hierarchical codebooks, operating at the
same feedback rate (c.f. Figs. 5.3 and 5.4).
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6. Summary
Feedback methods are an important part of multiantenna transceiver tech-
niques in systems employing frequency division duplex. They are the only
means to provide timely and accurate channel side information to the access
point transmitter in a point to point, or point to multipoint mobile wireless
network when frequency-division duplexing is used. In order to minimize the
feedback overhead, the feedback mechanisms are designed to feed back only
the most relevant CSI for the application at hand. For example, a transmit
beamformer requires only one complex-value weight per transmit antenna,
irrespective of the number of receive antennas at the mobile. The CSIT is im-
portant in multiantenna systems, because it allows multiple data streams per
user, with each user employing low-complexity linear receivers. Similarly, mul-
tiuser multiplexing is enabled when each user feeds back its channel matrix,
or an approximation of it.
One of the most important limiting factors in the performance of closed-
loop systems is the channel fading rate, compared to the feedback frequency
and payload. This imposes a limit to the accuracy that can be achieved in
the CSIT. Furthermore, the choice of recursive versus non-recursive feedback
depends on whether the channel exhibits suﬃcient temporal coherence between
two consecutive feedback messages. The eﬀect of the outdated CSIT, on the
other hand, is application-dependent.
This thesis contributes several recursive feedback schemes in the context of
multiantenna communications. Emphasis has been put on the design of low
computational complexity algorithms, which can outperform non-recursive al-
ternatives operating at the same feedback frequency and payload, and in-
curring in a substantially higher number of operations. The performance of
all the proposed algorithms is analyzed and compared to existing solutions
through extensive link level simulations. Basic feedback error compensation
mechanisms have been considered and shown to allow the proposals to operate
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under moderate probabilities of feedback errors.
The ﬁrst part of the thesis deals with single user MIMO systems. A total of
eight novel algorithms are proposed, ﬁve are speciﬁc for single stream trans-
mission, and three are for a general case of more than one stream. Variations
of these three algorithms are developed, which provide performance enhance-
ments for quasi-orthogonal space-time codes (STC) and transmit-assisted in-
terference cancellation.
The second part of the thesis deals with the channel feedback problem. The
use of partial updates (PU) in conjunction with recursive single-bit adaptive
diﬀerential updates (referred to simply as “trackers”) is applied to the feed
back of a general MIMO matrix. A convergence analysis is given, establishing
the convergence time of the trackers as function of the step size adaptation
parameters. An expected value given an input channel distribution is also
derived. Thereafter a selective partial update is considered. It is shown that
this can provide a more eﬃcient update, compared to the sequential PU in
cases where the feedback bit budget is not so severely limited. However, the
design of the tracker subsets is an open problem.
The last part of the thesis proposes a decentralized multiuser MIMO solu-
tion for the case of a single data stream per user. The proposed algorithm
avoids the explicit feedback of the channel matrices, or of associated orthogo-
nal subspaces by feeding back the optimal precoding vector of each user. This
is accomplished by taking an alternating optimization approach, in which each
user has access to the precoding vectors of the other users through an esti-
mate of the interference statistics but has no access to the channel matrices
of the other users. A basic feedback error compensation scheme is simulated,
and shown to enable the algorithm to operate under moderate probabilities of
feedback bit errors.
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Publication II
“MRC” in Figure 1 should read “Linear receiver”.
Publication III
“TS25.202” in citation [8] should read “TS25.201”.
Publication VIII
a) “log” in Proposition 4 should read “ln”. b) In Proposition 1, “such that
∆(n > vt) = ∆min” should read “such that ∆(n) ≤ ∆min, n > vt”. c) Similarly,
in the paragraph above (24), “the algorithm converges to ∆min if there exists an
integer vt > 0 such that ∆(n) = ∆min” should read “the algorithm converges
to ∆min if there exists an integer vt > 0 such that ∆(n) ≤ ∆min”.
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